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.PREF.4CE. 

This paper concerns itself with the essay. The 
\ 

essay deals with the abstract, while' most of the other lit-

erary forms deal with the concrete. Thought is the essay'~ 

"sine qua non11
• Thought is t~ it what f~m is to the blaok-

and-white artist. While the aa.thor of the modern :novel must 
{ 

stay behind the soanas, the more personal an essay becomes 

the more it delights and holds attention. The novelist ca·n-

not. teach directly, but the essayist can and does. The near• 

er the novel approaches the :form of the essay the truer one' a 

dedu.ctions as to the a11thor.'s intent·:i.ona become. Therefore 
~ ... 

one goes to the essay to ascertain the ideas which an author 

intends. to communicate. The surest way, the~. to study 

thought, is to examine this form of literature. Doubtless 

an edifying treatise· could be prepared on essay structure, 

but this paper is not a study o~ form but .of substance. It 

is a digest of, and a comment on the most obvious contribu-

tions which five of the best known British essayists of the 

first part of the Twentieth century h~ve made to public op-

inion. T~is is a general discussion of the thought of these 
e.ssayists and an attempt is made to point ·out the relations 



of these· writers. to each other, and to the modern movements 

in political and social life. 

Not all of their work. was attainable; first, 

because these men are constantly writing; and secondly, be-

·~ cause some of their essays were fire t published in :B1nglish 

magazines and weeklies which are inaoessibla. However their 

beet work is immediately published in book form, and most of 

these were attainable. 

I have not discriminated between the didactic-

exposi tional essay end the essay with a pa.rely· 11 terary · ap-

peal. I have, -however, avoided the scientific treatise, for 

it does not come n.nder the classification· (loose as it is) of 

the true essay. Essayists like Chesterton and Belloc, be-

cause of their philos9phic attitude write purely literary 

essays, while Wells. and Ellis, with definite scientific 

theories to communicate, tend toward the other type. The 

prefaces to Bernard Shaw's plays are essays, and constitute 

his most important work in this field. 

June 1, 1916. 

Lawrence, Kansas. 

J. R. Foster. 
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PROBL']MS OF RECENT BRITISH ESSAYISTS. 

J .R •. Foster. 

--:--o- ... -

INTRODUCTION. 

-~.··o~.---

The problems of the essayists of the twen-

_tieth century are not naw problems, but modern develop-

ments have brought about new possibilities and naw·con-

ditions patent to our civilization which have illuminat-

ed the old que.stions and have placed them in a new light. 

In· this century, when established institutions ·a.nd accept-

ed ideas totter on their foundations, on all sides, in 

public and private life,. in the .. domain of action or of 

speculation, revolutionary movements are rife. English 

society which has r•sisted the influence of change for a 

long time, is now advancing in-leaps and bounds toward a 

more. rational and democr~tic civilization. The tradition-

al and orthodox English have been solidly attached to the 

ari~tocracy, to the established church, to their domains 

and to their capital, to political empiricism ~nd to the 

practice of "laisser faire". Moralists like Carlyle and 

i. 



Thackaray have broken the veil of decorum which hid the 

pride and sha~e of high society and launched their sar~ 

oasms against the· overbearing pomp of· the aristocracy. 

ii. 

Pious humanitarians like K~ngsley and Ruskin have creat-

ed compassion for. the hnmble. · Philosophica~ romancers 

like George Eliot and Meredeth have habituated people to 

consider right conscience and prudent conduct as indepen-

dent of the belief in religious dogma. Agnostic thought, 

derived from Darwinism, broke the Bible fetiohism. Sinoe 

1870\it has been possible for pepple to deny.the God .of 

dogmas without being penalized. The importance of, instruct-

ion, the necessity of a wide-spread culture .and soianoe. 

was taught by the propaganda of Matthew Arnold. At the 

same.· time the practice of the neighboring, countries and 

the contemporaneous intellectual enthusiasts of England 

ma~e this idea familiar. In the batter educated England, 

on the way to emancipation, spread the idea of Socialism. 

The House of Lords was no longer considered the sole prop 

of the constitution. The idea of a thorough going democ-

racy made way. The collectionist idea entered into polit-. 

,ical programs. The English spirit was still f~ndamantally 

religious, but it no longer took: the exact form of Christ-

ianity. TradiCion, attacked. by radicalism and free thought 
recoiled before· the application of science to its moral 
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and social ideas. The developement of biology determined 

· the form that the a~vano e should take. ·Bain, by his 

studies on the relation of the intelligence and the brain, 

Galton, by his researches upon the physical base of hera-

di ty, forced philosophers to consider no more man as a pure 

soul, but to recognize the importance of physical nature. 

Efforts were made to establish relationships between psy-

chological discoveries and social reforms. From this 

effort sprang the eugenic movement. 

·~hese systematic efforts of constructive crit-

icism are certain s~gns of bad conditions. The conciousness 

of unhe~lthy conditioris has brought forth in ffingland to-day 

an abundant literature of moral and social criticism. The 

five essayists whose writings are treated in this paper are, 

in a way, the most important writers of these criticisms. 

Belloc, Chesterton, Wells, Ellis and Shaw, each has a 

differen"t argument and a different solution, but they are 

all united in the opinion that present conditions are un-

bearable. Chesterton and Belloc write humoristic essays 

and philosophical tales. W~lls writes sooial essays and 
> 

novels. Shaw writes great propagandist dramas, critical 

and satirical. Shaw is an absolute radical. Belloc finds 

fault with parliamentarism, and is a reactionary with Ches-

~erton. who wants to restore medieval society and a relig-

ion of love and consolation. Walls applies.his great 

scientific knowledge on means to utilize rationally the 
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social forces and capacities wasted to-day by ignorance 

and lack of o rganiza.~ion. Shaw at tacks. all t·he works. of 

man. In his dramatic works he balances p~ssimism and opti-

mism, but in the prefaces to his plays, he is frankly gloomy. 

As So orates was the "Ga.a.fly of the Athenians", Shaw is the 

"Gadfly of the Britishn .. He attacks sham, snobbery and 

cant. There is probably a very marked line between his 

theory and its application. ·Havelock JUlis (Henry Havelock) 
\ 

is a follower of Galton and believes that salvation of the 

race depends on soi.9ntifio breeding. 

The hope of the vindication of modern civiliza-

tion lies in the control of nature through an increased 

knowledge and application of science. This is the form 

which the hope of progress tak~s in our day even more . 

modern in conception than we are aware. The ancient and 

medieval world had different ideas. Its dogmatic idea 

was that of national or racial aggrandisement by conquest 

and the usurpation of politic al control. The critical 

idea, contributed by the Greeks, was the humanistic idea 

of the intensive cultivation and refinement.~£ human nat-

ure. Christian supernaturalism superceaed these ancient 

ideas, and referred man's hope for the ideal to the future 

world which was to be gained by ~he repudiation of this. 

The modern idea, although influenced by all of these, and 

constantly tending to recur to them, is fundamentally 
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different.,· I.t bespeaks of a solidarit~ of mankind in· the 

enterprise of lifet and in this shows its Christianity; it 

derives from Paganism a raspec t for human :possibilities and. 

a confidence in man's power to win the good for himself. 

Ideal coridi~ionsrare to be won by the race and for the race, 

and can only come from a prolonged and collective endeavor: 
. i 

the power to achieve it lies in progressive knowledge and 

the-control of nature. This is the Baconian idea. The 

utopian __ fie ~ions of Wells* gllis' and Shaw are inspired by, 

and to. some extent drawn from the "li'e:w Atlantis", Mora's 

"Utopia" and Plato's "Republic". Thesa essayists know that 

the established beliefs resist change, and that they must 

be attacked and demolished before a new system can be fo11nd-

ed. 

The great scientific developement of the last 

three can turies has. not resul tad in ideal conditions. The 

soul of man is hardly better off than before. Men who 

dreamed great dreams of the possibilities of scientific ad-

vancement have become bankrupt optimists, which is to say 

pessimist~. There is a great sorrow in modernity. It takes 

men with great faith and large hearts to bagin·over in the 

task ~f bettering mankind. Such men are Belloo, Nelle, 

Chesterton, Shaw -and '3.!llis, and they are all optimists. 

This thesis ·1s divided into four chapters, 

(1) British Discontnnt,(II) Socialism, (III} The Family 
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and the State. end (IV) Reactionary Tenden~ies. The first 

chapter may be considered as destructive criticism, while 

the remaining three are in the main constructive. 



PROBLEMS OF RECENT BRITISH ESSAYISTS. 

---o-•-

CHAPTER I. 

The British Discontent. 

---o---. 

Probably there is no movement more common 

to the thought of to-day than that of anti-militarism. 

Havelock I~llis explains this spread of anti-military 

doctrine by saying that the natural exhaustion of the 

~warlike spirit is·· a result of the decrease of pugnacity 

as a race characteristic caused by the constant extermi-

nation of the most hardy fighters,on the battle fields. 

But war is an institution as old as man. Then why 
should this spirit suddenly manifest itself at this 

time? There have been no great devastating wars of 

late. Ellis adds that the feeling of international · 
( 

brotherhood between laborers is becoming stronger .than 

the national spirit. The brother-laborer is closer 

than the oapi talis t of his own country., The woman's 

1. 
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movement is ~lso anti-military, f6r as illllis says, 

"The9 pay the first cost of human life"1 • Propositions· 

of ~11 ki~ds are made to overthrow militarism. Bernard 
) ' 

Shaw, to escape suspicion of being a namby-pamby senti-

mentalist, takes·utilitarian methods of attack. "Like 

Tolstoy, he tells men, with coarse i~nocence, that ro-
mantic war is only.butchery and that romatic love is only 

luet" 2• Shaw maintains that government which ·depends 

on military force cannot exist for any leµgth of time. 

T~is assertion, if true, makes an army of conquest an 

absurdity. For him, not only is the cause ~c>r an army 

an ignorant superstition, but military service itself 

causes moral imbecility, ferocity and cowardice. The 

soldier is politically and socially a child,-he is for-

bidden to marry, has no real work to do to keep him sane, 

and is ruled ·tyr·annically. The officers live in per-

petual terror of their men, and will only attempt to 

rule them when they are stripped of all their rights 

by a "barbarous slave code". The officer learns to 

punish--not to rule. The ~fficers cannot see the im-

morality of their methods however sane they may be about 

---o----
1. The Task of Social Hygiene; War against War. 

2. G.K. Chesterton: Bernard Shaw. 
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other matters. Only the riff-raff of industrial 

life and moral imbeciles are satisfied with the life 

. of a .private. The ideal soldier is a man who will 
would 

' obey loudly~shouted orders, and whoArather charge their 

enemy than retreat and face an irate officer. 

To illustrate the barbarous methods of ~ng

lish army rule, Shaw cites the Denshawai affair in 

Egypt. Four English officers of the army which was 

doing police dute in Egypt, ·went gunning, and coming 

to a village, shot some of the pigeons which are raised 

there for the same purpose as poultry in Amerioa •. The 

villagers attacked the officers with sticks and fists, 

and one of the,··Brit ish ran so hard to get away tha·t ha 

died of sunstroke. The House of Commons was· made to be-

lie,ve that this was the beginning of a great Mohamme-

dan uprising against Christendom, and allowed the off-

icers to hang four of the ring ·leaders of the mob, whip .. 
many before their families, and imprison some for life; 

all without a fair trial. William Morris has said 

that no rnan is good enough to be another man's master, 

but Shaw says, nNo nation is good enough to be another 

na~ion's master"1 . 

Hilaire Belloc does not see the problem as 

the utilitarians do. "Now, if a man desired to answer 
---o---1. Preface to Politicians. 
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once for all 'thoaa pedants who refuse·to understand 

the nature of military~training (both those who make 

a .silly' theatre show of it and thos a who make.it hid-

eous and diabolical) there could be no better way than 

.to,let him hear the songs of soldiers."l For Belloo, 

the songs of the barra~k~room, with its coarseness, its 

hatred of the bard conditions of diciplina, its vague 
lo,ngings, express all. of "the splendid u.nconoiousness of 

the soldiers, the inability of him to sea himself from 

without, or the pose as civilians always think and say 

h-a poses:n2 However, Belloc. is here describing the 
. ' 

oonscrips of France, and not the English regular. This 

may account for his difference in. opinion from Shaw, 

who regards the ,singing as simply part· of the gilt of 

romanticism that .clings to military life that must be 

brushed away_, while Belloc regards it as the voicing 

of the d·asires and dreams of the tired and lonely sol-

diers. 

The agitators and believers in conscription 

exasperate R. G. Wells. He thinks that it would take 

ten years to ·get a conscript army like France's or 
·' 

Germany's, and aven if England oould, it would be of 

... .: .. o---
1. Hilaire Belloc: Hills and the Sea; Guns . . 
2~ Prefa~e to Polf ticians. 
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no possible use to her, because conscript armies have 

gone out of· date. It would be impossible to train an 

army, because a civilian cannot be made a soldier by 

being clothed in a uniform, and because ~ngland has not 

enough keen, expert, modern-minded officers to train 

them. Body, mind and imagination must be trained. 

Finally, England does not want a consoript army be-

cause the military power of the future lies in the 

hands of the country which dares to experiment most, 

and which keeps the actual fighting fo roe fit, small 

and flaxibl~. Wells thinks that a small army oould 

win ·out eventually, for a l.~ge army would be such a 

tremendous financial drain, consuming everything and 

producing nothing, that it would break tha financial 

resources of its country. 

Wells p~ophecies that.destroyers, submarines 

and hydroplanes will make the dreadnought useless. 

Money spent on dreadnoughts, which will. be old iron in 

less than twenty years, should be spent in military re-

search work. The present armament cdmpetition betwee~ 

Germany, France and England disgusts ~alls. illngland is 

spending her money for useless things. "For some years 

there seems to have been a complete arrest of British 

imagination in naval and military matters."l He sig-

---o---
1. H.G.Wells: Social Forces in ~ngland and Am~rica. 
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nals the need of advancement of scientific knowledge 

concerning military affairs in England. This idea is 

symptomatic o:f the spirit of the scientific age: ·every-

thing. is to be conquered by ·the advancement of learning 
I 

and control over nature. 

Havelock Ellis' great antipathy to war is 

caused by the ;fear that it wlll im:pede the devalope.:. 

ment of social hygiene. He sees how war could possibly 

have benefited men of the middle ages, but thinks that 

civilization renders the ultimate disappearance of war 

inevitable. 'International tribunals have been inef-

fective because they have lacked the necessary power 

to enforce their decisions. Backed by an international 

army~ the court of arbitration could enforce peace on 

any rebellious nation. This force would be the only 

solution to the present armament situation~' The con-

trol which the moderns have over their birthrate, says 

Ellis, removes the old excuse for war--tha excuse of · 

the pressure of population. 'International financial 

developements, the decreasing pressu~e of population, 

the spread of anti-military do.ctrines, the overgro
1

wth 

of~ armaments, the d-Ominance of social reform, combine 

to ~ake war incompatible with the advanced civilization.' 

On investiga-ting, Sllis found no signs of a 

moral nplife in the army. War may be a stern school 
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of virtue, he says, but barrack life is not. Army 

life is neither a school for vice nor virtue, but .it 
does not exercise an elevating influence up.,on even the 
lowest of soldiers~ 'A regiment is no worse than a 

big factory; ·big factories are bad enough,· but compul-

sory military service is really worse beoanse it extends 
its evils to agricultural laborers and to man who would 
otherwise escape its lowering influences·~· Honor, duty 

and patriotism is instilled at school only to deterior-
ate during the term of compulsory service. war is b.ad, 

not because it influcts death .and pain, bnt because it· 

does so on the wrong p~rsons.• For 3llis, there= could 
be no ideal conception of life, if we ·abut out death 

and pain. · "I~ is essential to .the human digniriy ·of a 

truly civilized society, that it should bold in its hands 

not only the key to. birth, but the key to death."l 
i 

The illnglish have always_ admired the_ strength 

of their army and navy, and have worshipped their aris-

tocracy. I have shown some of the current .misgivings 

on militarism, and will now give some criticism of the 

nobility. Chesterton writes, "I am quite convinced 

that the :5ngli sh aristocracy is the curse of England." 2 

-~-o---

1. Ellis: Impressions and Comments. 

2. Alarms and' Discursions; Dukes. 
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He laments the fact that the aristocracy of the·me-

dieval ages has deteriorated into ncomercially mind-

ed egotists," who are linked, heart ~nd soul. with 

Goldstem· and Co., and who have the one intention, 

the exploitation of the people. "People wou~d kill 

that kind of. men in France. "JI If aria tooracy a tands 

for anything, it stands for art and culture, and the 

holding back of commercialism. "For hundreds of years, 

titles in ·mngland have been essentially un
1

meaning. n 2 

"Hardly anywhere do we find a modern man whose name 

and rank represent in any.way his type. his locality, 

ot ~ode df life."3 Titles, for Chesterton, should 

stan·d for something as they did in the medieval ages; 

otherwise they are bu. t a matter of social comedy. "If 

.~ngland is an aris tooraoy, lnngland. is dying. If this 

system is the country, as some say, the country is 

stiffening into more than the pomp and paralysis of 
China."3 

The inability of the lower classes to see 

through the.trumpery of political manipulation has 

a~ways ·caused regret to the thinkers who ~~sh1 better 

----o-.. -
1. Ellis:· Impressions and Comments. 

2. Chesterton: Alarms and Discursions; Dukes. 

3. Chesterton: A Miscellany of Men; The Nameless Man'~ 
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conditions. Chesterton cites a case in point. A 

poor photographer who had been·separated from his bride 

by ~ domineering 3nglish lord, without valid reasons, 

still clung to the propag~nda of the Imparalist organs. 

The photographer applauded such sentiments as this: 

"We are sure that the English people, with ·their sturdv 

· common sense, will prefer to be in the hands of Eng-

lish gentl~men, rather than in the miry claws of So-

cialist Buccaneers." 'This illustrates the \insane' 

separation between the poor man's experience with lords, 

and this ready-made imperial theory.'. Chesterton says , . 

that this is the type of man which is spread over a 

quarter of England, a country which is not as healthy 

as populous ("for the freeman is growing smaller and 

smaller in the English country-side") as the imperial-

ist organ would have the British believe. To those who 

fear that women are taking over the executive power of 

the world, 3llis consoles by saying that women are not 

interested in the great questions which men ignore, but 

in the main read penny magazines which contain not a 

word of the suffrage movement, but which drivel about 

clothes, cookery and court-ship. The mental inertia 

of the masses is tha great obstacle to be overcome, and 

the great barrier that stands in the way of the trial 

of the theories of Walls, Ellis and Shaw.· 

-----o-----
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Thar.a is ~oday a growing ·oonviotion that dem-

ocracy as it is in England is a vary imperfect repre-

. sentative government~ "We have not got real democracy 

when the d~oisiofi depends upon the peopie,"1 says 

Chesterton. ~We shall have real democracy when the 

problem dep~nds upon the people." ·wells. and Chesterton 

believe in democracy in an· ideal· state, Chestert6n 

~itbout reserve, and Walls as.a piovisional means, for 

he is a socialist. Chesterton sees plainly that the 

manipulating of issues by the politician makes it im- · 

possible for the people to put through their exact 

wish. °For! instance, the politicians ~ho say that we 

must choose between socialism and individualism are 

wrong because the people may prefer and choose a hun-

dred other things~ The essayist, himself,_ would pre-

fer socialism, or even anarchism to- the ~resent state 

of things. Why not might the people have peasant 
-... 

proprietorship, ·he asks. "The c(lemo~raoy (as it is). 

has a right ~o answer questions, but it has rio right 

to ask them."2 Under this regime, Walls sees how the 

powerful class choose two courses.of acti~n,·both 

safe to ·its elf, and then permits the democracy to de-

cide for either· one or the other. Hilaire Balloc says 
---o .. ~~ 

1 .. A Miscellany of ~en: The Vot~r and the Two Voices. 

2. Wells: Social Forces in En?lan~ and America. 
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that the rulers themselves are controlled by a com-

mit tee of the rich, while they should be controlled by 

the name of the country and a wholesome terror of the 

people. 

There is a fair resum' of ·the pro~l~m in Walls'· 

"Social Forces in ]ngland and America". Wells fears that 

there is a growing discord between governments and tha 

governed in ~~ngland. The voters scorn and hate their 
i 

elected delegates, and this in Great Britian~ mariifests 

itself in unprecedented lawlessness in political matters 

and in contempt for the law~ Union selected men do not 

speak for their electors. 11 The Syndicalist movement, 

sabotage in France and Larkinism in England are sinister 

demonstrations of the rising anger of representative 

government which doesn't repre~ent."1 Elected bodies 

are in no sense representative of the thoug~t or pu~-
, pos~ of tha nation. The typical office holder is ~ 

caviling lawyer because our method of voting makes a 

true representative government.impossible. Elections, 

which are supposed by the simple mind.ad to give every 

voter participation in government only give him a. 

fragment of a choice bet~aen the agents of two party 

organizations, over neither of which he has any control. 

·----o---
1. Wells: Social Forces in England and imerioa. 
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Wells believes that the use of the single 

transferable vote would break up the "two-party" sys-

tem, put an end to party organizations and all the 

chicanerie and dirty tricks behind the scenes that go 

with it. The man of real foroe and distinction, who 

~. has impressed the public imagination would be alee tad; 

man who were famous in science and leaders in thought, 

and politically untrained men. We shall see why Walls 

prefers the politically untrained man in our following 

chapter on Socialism. He is not a believer in the 

Platonic ide~ of every man to his own task. 

Shaw is a republican. The democracy will 

never be able to solve gr.eat political problems, he 
'·. 

thinks, because it cannot rise above the human mater-

ial of which its voters are made, and because the rul~

ers in a democracy are experts at dodging popular en-

thusiasms and at deepeni'ng popular ignorance. "Com-

mon voters will not vote for a man in advance of their 

time. nl For Shaw, democracies' only hope lies in an 

elec to rate of snpermen. 

With the constant lengthening of the code, 

the people are beginning to resent the tyranny of of-

ficialdom, and to recognize the futility and impoasibil-

i ty of enforcing all of the laws. Ellis draws a. fine 
---o---

1. Shaw: The Revolutionist's Handbook. 
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distinction h~re, between criminology ·and immorality~ 

He regards immorality as a spiritual force which oan 

only be constrained by a spiritual fore.a, such as would 

result from the creating of a social tradition by pro-

per and thorough education of the classes. On the other 

hand crime has been, and can still be constrained by. 

exterior physical law. "When we try to regulate the 
"' morals of men on the same uniform pattern, we have to 

remember that we are touching the most sul?tle, intimate, 

and incalculable springs of action. It is useless to 
) apply crude methods of suppression and annihilation to 

these complex and indestructable foroes. 1•1 Given the 

fact that there are national differences ... in laying down 

the boundaries between criminal and immoral acts, he 

easily proves this by citing conditions in France, which 

trusts to social feeling to punish immorality; and those 

of America and Germany, botp o·f which trust to a complex 

and minute code. No country.has ever been able to 
suppress .Prostitution, but in America. the law dignifies 

the foe it means to attack. The "Raines' Law". in 
- .. , . 

New York simply made the.notorious "Raines Hotels" and 

forced slightly harder conditions on prostitutes, and 

while simply trying to stop the sale of intoxicants 

--~o--• 

1. Bllis: The Task of Social Hygiene, I'mmorality and 
the Law. 
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on Sunday, furnished a convenient harbor'for orime. 

One reason that laws against 'immorality are not rigid-

ly enforced, says-:Ellis, is because one part of socie-

ty is always. on the side of the defendant in belief. 

Anoth.er cause is corrupt officialdom. Pointing to the 

bindinK: forde of -cu.atom among savages, Ellis tries to 
convince us that only by creating a pure social tra-

di tiori can we be able to combat alcoholism and immor-
ality. 

Chesterton is of the opinion that the lo.ve:-.6f 

·liberty was never lower than it( has1 been in England in 

the last t·wo decades! 'Never· has it. been easier to 

slip pernicious bills through Parliament, to silence 

awkward questions and protect lligb placed officials. 

Tw~ hundred years ago we turn~d out the Stuarts rather 

than to endanger the Habeas ~orpus aot; while· recently 

we abolished the same act rather than turn out the Home 

Secretary.' Chesterton scents tyranny in the. tendency. 
I 

to let criminals.' punishment· be fixed by governors 

s.nd jailors, rather than by judge and jury; and in the 

fact that a newspaper was siezed by the pQlice in Traf~ . 
al'gar Square without accusation or explanation·. The 

3nglish have not the political liberty that consists in 

the power of criticizing the machinery of the state, and 

Chesterton rightly assnmea that pure representative 
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government without this power is at best a poor imi-

tation of the ideal. A doctor recently sent a wife to 

jail because her house was in suoh a state that the 

doctor said it would have been bad for the children, 

should they become sick. But the children were healthy, 

and strong and not likely to become ill at all •. Ches-

terton says that the state·is going insane when a wild 

thing like ~his is done and is taken calmly. He is 

sure that we give the police too much power and laments 

the fact that we do not compel them to give account of 

their stewardship. 

There is no doubt but that the church is losing 

ground in England, especially among the lower classes. 

"At present," says Shaw,. "~here is not a single cred-

ible established religion in the worla.nl Creede must 

become intellectually honest "Christianity, ba making· 

a merit of submission has 1 marked only that depth in the 

abyss at which the very source of shame is lost."l Shaw 

admires the Salvation A~my because its members do not be-

lbwe in submission and. because they reject the belief 

of the atonement. ~or him, the latter is pure super~ 

stition. He does not like tha Salvationist's longing 
for immortality, because it, seems that they really. 

-.-•-o--- ... ~ 

1. First Aid to Critics. 
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refuse to die~ as they hope to 1 live after death. We 

must :pursue life for its own sake and not for the hope 

of a life after death; Disagreeing with all churches, 

Shaw says, "Fargiveness, absol~tion, atonement are fig-

ments. "l We are never to get a high morality from :peo-· 

ple who think that their deeds are revocable. 

This is enough to prove that Shaw is not orth-
I 

odox. He is a naturalistic mystic~ He identifies God 

with the "life~forca", which is the powerful· biological 

instinct asserting its will to create. "Your temples are 

consecrated to a God which I do not believe, and if I 

did believe, your.worship would seem snperstitious and 

hypocritical."l Shaw strikes the church at its most 

vital point. It must have mon~y to subsist, and money, 

because of the intricacy of modern finance is all taint- · 

ed and polluted by sin, so the church is living on th~ 

product of drunkeness, prostitution, and all manner of 
'tr 

sin. Knowledge· of ,has come to the laboring class, and 

they no more believe in a God which is worshipped in 

such a church. Hare, says Shaw, it is .the duty of the 

church to evoke all of its powers of destruction against 

the existing order. But they. cannot, he says, because 

they are·suffered to exist only so long as they teaoh 

·----o.;..-~-. 

1 •. First Aid to Critics. 
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submission. The God of the modern orthodox church is 

the "deus ex machina"~ the Jehovah of the Old Testament, 

whose sign on earth has come to be the gibbet._ Theologi-

ans are not authorita~ive.because their God stands outside 

manfand in authority o•er him. Man himself is a self-

sufficient epitome. 

Ellis and. Shaw both take exceptions to the part 

of the Lord's f>rayer which .reads, "Lead u.s not into temp-

tation". Shaw insists on the salutary virtue of exper-

ience. "You never know :what is eno t1gh u.nt~l you know what 

. is too much." When we throw off virtue we are attracted 

to it all the more. ~llis says practically the same thing. 

We must be led into temptation, for without it no human 

spirit can ever be tempered and. fortified. 

Ellis is positive that the desertion of the 

young from the church on reaching ma~urity is the result 

of early re.ligious instruction. ~llis has made a minu.te 
.. 

psychological study of the child with this in view. He 

concludes that it is impossible to teach a child even the 

elements of adult religion or philosoph~ until puberty, 

the real age for religious education. By attempting the 

impossible we do irreparable wro_ng and dull t·he religious 

susceptibilities. The children should have fairy tales, 

natare study, a special Bible and moral training, but 

until p~berty nothing beyond these. Then the adolescents .. 
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should be initiated into religion as into a mystery, as 

is done among the savages. 

Chesterton is orthodox, but when Dr. Inge, an 
English clergyman lauds the Hindus because they are sub-

missive and work cheaper than English workmen, he can be 
silent no longer. Dr. Inge really means, says Chestarbon, 
that the poor must be as meek as Buddhists while the rich 

~ay be as ruthless as Mohammedans. Dr. Inge thus supports 
orientalism and detests the re~olutiortary results of Christ-
ianity. The essayist says we will find the levelling of 
creeds quite closa to the lowering of wages. He makes it 
very clear that clergymen, trying to gain favor with their 
rich parishioners, hav~ outraged their Christianity and. 
loyalty to ~~ngl~nd. In this way Chest er ton "def ands or-

thodoxy and pursues heretics." 

The Archbishop of Cantebury in 1912 publically 
expressed approval of the application of the lash to those 

·who are engaged in the so-called 11white-slave 11 traffic. 
The futility of deterrence or reform by the lash, says 

~llis, has long been a common place of historical crim-

inology. "The history of flagellation is that of moral 

· bankruptcy".l This Archbishop's statement is important, 

says Ellis, because it registers the level of public op-

-.. -o----
1. .~llis, Impressions and Oommen ts. 
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inion of the respectable classes, 'Never has the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury expressed any opinion on non-acel-

esias tical affairs which was not that of the great majority 

of respectable people; when the. habit of drinking is dying 

out, he blesses the temperance movement, btit in the eight-

eenth century he had nothing to say about it.' 

The great missionary movement of the last cen-

tury has caused a great interest to be.taken in religions 

other than Christianity, and of the racial ~nfluence on 

the theology of Christianity itself.: Efforts were made 

to determine just how much of .Christian dogma is the re-

sult of ra~ial idiooyncrasies. Belloo says that there is 

something hurtful to 3uropeans in the Semetio conception 

of God. The eyes of the men of the desert, he says, shine· 

too, brightly to be the eyes of happy man. 'They have 

neither the bravery nor the repose of the Westerners. 

They are afraid, th~ir God is jealous and vengeful, their 

theology nagati ve: they are ·ascetics and not lovers of 

the natural functions of man. They are. afraid of wine 

because it means death to o'ne who dr:Lriks1 it in the des-

ert. They are in a panic when they see statues. They· 

have no hol~· on nationality or chivalry, the great ac-

complishments of EuropeB:n civilization. Belloc does not 

like their Pythagorean attachment to numbers: their 
~ 

seventh day must have something awful and impressive 

' . 
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about it. Chesterton too, dislikes this latter influence 

which he says forces a wicked silence on 3ngland every 

seventh day. Belloc thinks that the truth is most true' 

to the normal and healthy ]uropeans. 'The world must 

look to Europe for its headship in religious aftairs, for 

it alone has suffered change without decay. Instead of 

the dogmatic and rigorous codes of an inspired religion, 

wa must hava what is vital to Christianity tempered . with 

European tradition.' 

• 

Not only the dogma of the church, but the bru-

tality of the regime of modern industry is criticized. 

·The. abnormal child of industrialism, the capitalist, finds 
... no friends ambng the essayists. illllis says that indus-

trialism plucks the natural man like a root from his for-

mer environmental support. Chesterton is convinced that 

the system maintains the inequality of serfdom and has 

destroyed its security. The ri,(}h man, ·according to Ches-

terton; by entering into the absolllte ownership of the 

land, has locked out the English people. 'They cannot 

subsist by bunting or fishing because of the game laws, 

they cannot be va.ga.bonds, for then they would be arrest-

ed. for having no visible.means of support', and worst of 

all for ChE~sterton, they canno.t a·sk for help· even in the 

name of God. 'Thus the poor are forced to serve th~ rich 
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on their own terms. The strike is the working man's 

only retreat.· We are now in the grip of the money-mad 

man who is even worse than the old miser,.for the latter 

had something of the artist in bi~, while the former is 

satisfied with nothing'. Nona of them are really genei-

ous, concludes Chesterton, but they are egotistic, sec-

retive and as dry as old bones. For Chesterton these men 

are fobls to desire money more than anything else in life, 

they have entirely. missed his ideal of living .. .An expan-

sive social affair like the millionaires' "N.orth ~ole 

Dinner" stri~es him as being inane, not because it makes 

fools of the aristocracy, but beoause there ara· collossal 

resources behind it and no idea .. 'Amateur theatricals are 

inteiesting because there is a good idea and limited re~· · 

sources. "Such foolish feasts (as the "North .Pole Dinner"·) 

prove that our society must learn or perish."1 They prove 

that wealth in society as now constituted gets into the 

hands of wastrels and imbeciles .. "And it proves that the 

wealthy class of to-day is quite as ignorant about how to 

enjoy itself as abollt how to rule other peopl:-e. -It cannot 

make its: education educate, its government govern or its 

pleasures plaase.nl 

In regard to money, which Chesterton considers 

-~ .. -o-- ... -. 
1. Chesterton: Alarms and Discursions;. The Fl~t Freak. 
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the cause of the deterioration of modern civilization, 

Shaw hold.s a peculiar view. The m:illti-millionaire Under-
ehaft, the princi.Pal character in "Major Barbara" is made 
to appear a reasonable creature compared with Christians 
who preach submission. For Shaw, poverty is the worst of 
evils and the greatest of crimes. ·"Security, the chief 
pretense of civilization, cannot exist when the worst of 
evils, the danger of p·overty hangs over everyone's head; 

·where the alleged protection of our persons from violence 
is only an accidental result of the existence of a police 
force whose real business is to force the poor man to sea 
his children starve whilst idle people overfeed pet dogs 
with the money th~t ·might feed and clothe them.n 1 'We re-

gard poverty as a stimulus to endeevo~ and .make everybody· 
poor but the commercial. 1 Shaw hates poverty.because it 
makes for weakness, ignorance, diseased, ugly, dirty and 

bad offspring, makes men sell themselves to do. another's 

work, causes slums and an unhea:n.thy, immoral, infectious 
lower class. It has destroyed every civilization, he says, 
and it is destrpying ours. We should give a man enough 

money to li va wall on, and then see that he earns it, but 

our industry now is founded on a reserve army of tbe un-

employed. Undershaft oho-oses between :poverty and a "luc-
rative trade in dnath and destruotionll and ·1n deciding on 

---o---
1. Shaw; First Aid to Critics. ·., 
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the latter aocording to Shaw chooses rightly. our po-

litical imbeoility and our personal cowardice; wri'te Shaw, 

are fruits 0£ poverty. 'Some rich men know that they 

are rich only because others are p-0or, and do .not enjoy 

themselves, so call for the poor to revolt. But the poor 

do not want to revolt-- they don'~· want rest, a simple. 

aesthetic life--but they d6.want to wallow in all the 

costly vulgarities which the rich know add but care and 

anxiety to life. They want more mon~y--that is all. The 

regard for money is the one healthy spot in our social 

concience, representing as it does all of the good and 

healthy things.' 

Wells sums up the ·labor· unrest of today, very 

comprehensively, as we shall see. He says that the late 

social labor troubles are pretentious and are not the 

~ere give and take of econ6mic adjust~ent. "The out-

look of the working man has passed beyond the 'works', 
.s and his beer and dog. 11 This change is the reR-lt of 

board schools and the cheap press. The riew laborer is 

like Shaw's Straker (in .. "Man and Superman"). We hold 

to the old Platonic idea that the laborers must work 

because they are.unable to do anything else, but the 

new laborer can do other things and knows enough to see 

the weak places in 'the modern church, in politics, and 

in industrt. He ceases to believe in law and God, and 
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the :Parliament, and finally. f13.lls back on the criminal 

strike as hie only weapon of d.ef.ense or off ens.a. This 

new critical, intelligent, ,sensible and.irrit~ble common 

people must be restored to confiderice 6r England will be 

lost in a class revolution.' Wells sees fn the Titanic 

disaster a penetrating comment on the entire social sit~ 

uation; beneath the seeming effi.oiency was--"sla.p-:-dash!':· 

Th~ rich men saved'themselves and let the children and 

middle-olas~·men perish ·heroically. 

Wells believes with Shaw and Chesterton that 

the ru~ing class has riot the good faith or the ability 

to rule. Wells u~ges the ruling class to wake up to 

their responsibility. England is awake, but we must 

wake up the gentlemen! 'The legislature is busy over 

trivialities when the whole social order is in danger, 

an "antiqu'arian legis~ature~. is compiling a museum rath- . 

er than governing; and the political.lawyers are, as al-
. - . 

ways' absolutely impervious to influ-ences from the lead-
J 

ers of the patient lower class.• 

With the change of modern civilization, Wells 

reoognizes·a new set of.influences-which ma,y prove stim-

uli to drive the classes to a great revolt. The growing 

proportion of time and energy devote~bj the gov~rning 

classes to pleasure and exoitemen_t·. ·,~nd ·the subdivided 

processes which have made factory work so boring, have 
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made the laborer more discontented. Man will toil for 

some just cause, but he gets his idea of the rich man 

from the theatres, the cinema, and the cheap newspaper, 

and very naturally concludes that the rul'ers are not 

doing their part of the work. Luxury,. the parade of 

clothes, and pomp are an irritant to the laborer: ·he 

f~els that he is b~ing made ~ fool. Finally, th~ work-

ing man will want to crush the whole social fabric rath• 

er· than continue a.t work. The supply of good-t.empered, 

cheap labor has g'iven out, and the spread of info nnation 

is· the cause. This must cause the ovmer-.class to .adjust 

itself 'to the new~oonditions; class lines must disappear, 

extravagance must be curtailed, or Socialists will take 

things in hand. 

. ... 
Educational institutions get their full share 

. 
of criticism. Many people take their fling at the board 

schools of England, but Welle maintains that ,they are 

very good considering that they have been established 

less than two generations. He knows that every good 

institution is a'. resU.lt of. a slow process of growth, and 
I. 

that nothing worth while can be brought about in a day. 

Some complain that . the., ppoduct of the public. school r·a-

gime has a "dead imagination and apathy toward life at 
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large," that the graduates are not interested.in the 

mysteries of material fact or the dramatic movement of 

history; that they love games, clothes and politeness 

more than beau~y. Wells think$ that there is truth in 

the indictment and explains tha probab ls causes of. such 

effects. 'Yqung men who will become leaders and should 

b~. all means.have ~nia.tive, have their minds atrophied 

by dull studies and deadening suggestions. It is not a 

m·b_t.ter of curriculum~ bu.t it is because they have been· 

under the constant influence of "good hearted, sedul-

ouely respectable, conforming, well behaved men," who. 

never {publidally~ at least) think strange thought~, do 

imaginative or romantic.things, p~y tribute to beauty, 

"laugh carelessly or,ootintanance any irregularity in 

the world n. "The grey, intolerant medioori ty of th~ 

upperolass schoolmaster is the true cause of the grave 

result. nl There is a great lack of vigor~~s and iri-

spiring minds in the schools which themselves are :out 

of touch with the trend o~ modern. thought. The prof-

essors onl; talk ~nd write platitudes. This dullness 

is forced on them by the conditions under which they 

live; we
1
do not insist on.a ~an of intellectual dis~ 

tinction, but~we do insist on a moral character which 

-.... -o----
1. Walls: Social Forces in England •nd America. 
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really means an absence of morals. 

Hilaire Belloc attacks from another angle. 

He found a road in England which he had good reason to 

believe was a Roman road. He writes "Learned men, lab-

orious and heavily endowe·d denied even the existence of 

this Roman road. Her.a is a piece of pedantry, and. skep-

ticism •..•.• which fed in my own spirit a fountain of 

pure joJ, as I considered carefully what kind of man it 

is who denies these_;· things. Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, 

Durham ••.• you terrors of Europe, that road is older than 

you: and. meanwhile I drink your continued health, but 

let us have r;a little room ••• -•• air, there, give us air,. 

good people. I stifle when I think of you. nl 

Chesterton writes of "sk~ptioal professors, 

whose skulls are as low as frying pans," who explain my-

thology by saying that "Apollo killing the Python means 

that the summer drives out the winter", or "the king 

dying in a western battle is a symbol of the aun setting 

in the west." It is just the other way, says the essay-

est. nThe· God was never the symbol of hieroglyph rep-

resenting the suH. Th~ sun was the hierpglyph represent-

ing the God." 

Many modern evils have been traced to the old 
. .. ·~ 

policy of silence in regard to· sexual instruotion. Ellis 

.. -.-<)- .. -

1. Belloc: Hills and the Sea; The Roman Road •. 
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believes that under ideal conditions sexual instruct-
ion would do a great tood, but to gain ~base conditions 
doctors must be scientifically equipped, the teacher and 
parents must be tia.ined, and above all, there shonld be 
an accompanying reform in the community, for without this 
the child would only be tr~ined to see the absurdit~ of 
opinions and customs around him. 11 By introducing sexual 
hygi.ene we are breaking .with the tradition of the past 
which prof eases to leave the process by which the race 

. 1 is carried on, to nature and to. God, especially to the 
devil. 11 1 A reform in the class-room, the .home, the church,· 
the courts and the legislatu·rf)~::m~ght alter the course of 
civilization, says Ellis. 

A new vigorous movement in the arts is claim!' 
ing in England the right· to daspic t the who 1 e of life, and 
refuses to be confirmed by any· of the: narrow laws of 
Puritanic tradition. In France and other European coun-
tries t art has had for S'O me time this rig'ht t but in Eng-

land . today art will either gain its needs or perish. 
Shaw, Chesterton and Ellis combine in attacking and sat-
irizing the English lack of artistic perception~ .their 
fear of facing the who le. of life, their prndery, and their 
ignorant vulgarity. Hara neo-paganism wrestles with 
Christian dogmatism and tradition. 

(' 

--~-o--- .. -1. Ellis: The Task. Of Social Hygiene; Problem Sex Hygiene. 
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Ga.by Daslys' performance was with great 

care adapted to English needs and respectability, notes 

Ellis. Sha had to go to bed fully clothed·. "There is 

soma thing unpleasant, painful and degrading ·in this in-

genious mingling of prurience· and prudery. nl People! s · 

emotions are played upon aJ?.d they are insulted as 1.f they 

were idiots. Absolute nakedness is more purifying and 

ennobling than this; for the natural man it has.in.it a 

power of divine terror. · The new moral reformers in 
' " ' 

·~urging the theatre,should nat·oast out nakedness but 

olo thee. . "In an age when savagery' ha~. passed and oi vil-

iza tion has not arrived, it is_ only by stealth' and a~ 

rare moments that the human form may emerge from the 

prison house of'ita garments---among psaudo-Chri.tian 

barbarians, as Heine describes us·,· the Olympian deities 
-still wander homelessly, scarce emerging from beneath 

obscure disguises and half ashamee of their own divin-

1 ty,. nl 'The mere freedom to be naked becomes a strong 

moralizing force because clothes, then, cannot ba put 

before us as a substitute for a person:. it opens up 

the way for the appearance of· a real human race.' "In 

our blind folly we have hidden the body, we have denied 

its purity, we hava ignored its vital signi.fi~ance."l 

- .. •-o--~--
1 ~ Ellis: Impressions and Comma nts. 
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On the other harid, Chesterton says ~It is 

only careful ·faddists and feeble German philosophers 
who want to we·ar no clothes and .be 'natural' in Dion-
ysian revels. nl In saying this he reveals himself as 

a Christian and not a Hellenist. 

Ellis is very ea~nest in his belief, as we 

shall see. 'If writers. today deal frivously with the 

· ~ing, they are sent to .:Prison, if they deal seriously 

with a chamber.: maid's physic~1·. secrets, off they gp to 

prison again.' "It ought ·to be a satisfaction to o.s to 
feel that we coul~ not well sink lower. There is noth-

ing left for us but to rise.~ 2 'When Queen Victoria 

came to the throne, the finishing stroke seems to have. 
l 

been dealt to the vigorous literary art of.the precaed-

ing centuries. Every write~ .bacame prudish. But Queen 

3lizabeth was differe~t\, she was not afraid of any word 

in the English language.· .Such a monarch stimulates art 
and wrfting. "There is no connection between coarseness 

and art. Indeed .we may say that' it is precisely the 

conciousnassfof coarseness which leads to a cowardly 
flight. from the brave expression of life. 112 . For ~Ellis 

. it is no excuse that books are to be read by young ladies, 

.... ---o·~---- .. 
· L A Miscellany of Men; The Mummers. 

2. · ~llis: Impressions and. Oommen ts. 
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for he points out that these prudish bo~ks do not 

grapple with the real life.proble~s of ·a girl, bu.t simp-

ly tag sex facts as unmentionable. and .tine-ssential. This 

prudery, says Ellis, is eating away the v~tality. of ·lit-

erat~re. He satirizes Justice Darling ~h6 said to his 

jury that he "could not read a chapter of Rabelais. with-= -
' 

out being bored to death", because ~fits obscenity. 

'It seems that when an 3nglish .reader encounters the 

.side of life behind the so~nes, it at once covers.his 

who la field of vision .. ' "The raac tion of like or dis-

like absorbs his whole psy~hio activity~~ No matter if 

.it is a great philosopher' a .work, that Qbsoene word draws 

all attention from the thought._ Even Sha.kspare used· to · 

be oonsinered,:'fiil~~obac·ane ~~wri tar LaiiQ. the Bible scurrilous. 

Emile Zola.a' "Feoondite" ie assumed to be.too abominable 

to be translated,' writes Shaw. Sh~w believes that the 

journalists do not express the real public opinion when 

they assume that s.ex ~hought · s.hould, onlY, 'be looked at 

from a voluptuary and "romati;c" point of view. 'We are 

· not taught to talk deaently on these subjeate~ People 

feel decently on this subject; and it is the very depth 

and seriousness that makes the desecration by vile journ-

alis tio language intoler~bl.e. This· popular prudery is 

----~-o- .. -- .. 
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only a mere incident of popular squalor of the slums 

called cities, and the subjects it taboos remain the 

most inter.es ting and earnest of all subjects in spite 

of it.' 

Shaw cannot stand the substitution of sen-
suous· ecstasy for intellectual activity in dramatics. 

He owns· that three 3ears as a·London t~eatrica~ critic 

nearly killed him. He 'thinks that when the theatre be-' 

comes a mere place for amusement rather than a "real" 

playhouse for the edification of the people, it is but 

a resort for the sen~ualist. But these kind of people 

do not go to the theatre, he says, because it is too 

slow and uncomfortable for the debauchee. The sturdy 

English sportsman's stubborn soul refuses to be purged 

by an avowed make-beliefa, so he prefers prilitics, church-

going, or real vice to its simulation. Romatic woman, 

fed on sentimentalism, make up the greater part of the 

attendance. The producers tried to please, and r~gard~· 

ing sex instinct as the basis of the greatest universal· 

appeal, made voluptuous plays, but many failed because. 

this kind. of play drew only a certain class of patrons . 

. They were trying to compet·e with other mo·re lively amuse.:. 

men ts. This stage sansuous.ness bored Shaw, not because 

he was squeamish or prudish, but because his moral sense 
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revolted at the conventionalized virtues. The musical 

farces ~ever h~d the courage of their vices. Ha found 

the theatre in a ~passion of false gentility''. He holds 

that love. which is considered the only· universal theme, 

cannot be presented by the gentile drawing room drama. 

'Even the English romancer's field is pitifully narrow-

ed by the convention of polite· society. 1 He de:ploras the 

fact that we still "impose celibacy on our art." Again 

he says that eon temporary English drama is forced to deal· 

almost exolusively with oases of sexual attracti~n and yet 

is forbidden to exhibit the incidents of attraction or 

even to discuss its nature. "L~t realism have its demon-

stration, comedy its criticism, or even bawdry its ho.rse-

laugh at the expense of sexual infatuation, if it must; 

but to ask ns to subject our souls to its ruinous glamor,. 

to worship it, deify it, and imply that it alone makes 

life worth living, is .nothing but folly gone mad erotic-

ally. nl Hara we see ~videnoes of the strict Puritanic 

dualism of Shaw-. Romanticism, sentimentalism and ·tradi-

tion .are olouds which prevent the sun of pure reason ent-

ering in~o- and guiding the lives of man. God and matter 

are eternally \~eparated: we must not deify man by roman• 

tioism, or :put u:p false gods of trad,itional morality, to 

._ ......... 0 .. -- .. -

1. Shaw: ·Preface to Three Plays for Puritans. 
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worship that instead of the true God. Shaw's ntheatra 
I 

d'idees" is dids.ctio. He would not write a wo.rcl for art's 

sake. He intends to take from man all his disguises of 

false m~rality, false ethics, and romanticism, and to 

bare his soul. Shaw is a rationa;tis t, and says that a 
I 

new dra.mar without a new philosophy is an impossibility. 

"Idealism, which is only a flattering name for romance, 

in politics and morals, is as obnoxious to me as romance 

in ethics. and religion. 11 1 "I can no longer ba satisfied 

with fictitious morals and fictitious 6onduct~ shedding 

fictitious.glory on overcrowding, disease, o~ime,drink, 

war, cruelty, infant mortality and all other commonplaces 

of.civilization, to drive men t~ the theatre to.make 

foolish pretenses that these things are progress, morals, 
. 2 

religiod and·patriotism." 

Shaw recognizes the increasing educational 

·influence of the theatre and wants the dramas which ara 

produced to be good. Ha had a plan to have a state com-

mittee reccommend plays to be tried, and if successful 

to be· produced in something iike a state theatre.. This 

plan has been carried through by the British Government. 

In this way the commercial limits of the didactic drama 

---o---
1. Shaw: Preface to Three .Plays for Puritans. 

2. Shaw: . Preface to Plays Pleasant and Unpleasant. 
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is overcome and the public oan keep in touch with the 

highest achievements of dramatic ar.t. Shaw's purpose is 

to make people respect reality, and to c6unteract the in-

fluence of romanticists,· who he claims, think:that the 

world can be held together by :Borce of ''unanimous~ stren-

uou.s, eloquent, and trumpet-tongued lying'.'. "To me, the 

tragedy and·,·comed.y of' life lie in the consequences, some-

times terrible,. sometimes ludicrous, of our persistent 

attempts to found our.institutions on the ideals suggest-

ed to our imaginations by our half-satisfied passions, 

instead of on a genuinely scientific· natural history. nl 

--~o-•• 

l. Shaw: Prefaoe to Plays Plee.santanat1npleasant. 



CHAPTillR II 

.. --~- .. o--. .... - .... 

SOCIALISM . 

Belloo, Chesterton, Shaw, Ellis and Wells 

are all familiar with tha socialis~io thought of the' 

timet which received its great impetus from the writings 

of Carl Marx, and plunged thinkers into hot controver-

sies in the years following 1880. Belloo and Chesterton 

ara individualists and are opposed to socialistic doc-

trines: they want the freest and fullest development 

of the in~ividual, but prefer sooialsim or even anarch-

ism to modern conditions. They hate to "see man blown 

up by windy wealth and irrespo,nsible :power:"l they da-

tes t the compler causes which dwarf and cripple lives 

and debase the masses of mahkind, but they believe ·that 

there are incurable ·traits in the mind of the common man 

which are flatly hostile to socialism. Shaw was, for a 

time, the leader and pamphleteer of the· Fabians, an ~ng

lish socialistic society, but he has ot1tgrown the movement 

-.-- .. -0 .. --- .. 

1. Wells: Social Forces in ~ngland and America. 
36. 
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and now only believes in socialism as a provisional 

expedient. He joins with ~llis in the belief that the 

salvation of man lies in the breeding of a supreme race. 

It is superfluous to state that the socialis-

tic movement sprang from the conciousness of the dire 

needs of the lower classes. Men began to believe that 

they should no.longer submit to evil conditions and the 

tyranny of power in this world in the.hope.of ideal con-

ditions in the next. Christianity lost its hold on the 

masses, and intellectual men formed new c~eeds of their 

own. The exigencies of industrialism and the rise of 

capitalism robbed the ls.borer of most of his ancient in-

dependence, freedom and right to· live a oilm undisturbed 

life. Corrupt electoral methods robbed: him of his dem-

ocracy. He was in the hand of men with money. These 

things combined to make his life almost unbearable. He 

had to work on the terms of his employer, he was crowded 

together in unhe~lt~y tenements, 1 the·machinery with which 
I 

h.e worked. was dangerous or the conditions of the factory .. 
. were unsanitary, and his hours were too long. He saw that 

he was making the money that supported the pleasure-lov-

ing higher classes, and that while· they 'were· too weal thy, 

he was too :poor. 

Continued and increasing specialization of 

work ~ade man more dependent on each other. Men came to 
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the.realization that they were being constantly served 

by other men all over the world. They saw that they were in 

many regar~s already under _a socialistic regime. The com-

radship _of the labor union gave men confidence in one anoth-

er and the idea of socialism spread. But there was one 

man, the farmer, . isolated from the association of unions, 

owning a few acres of land, who could never be convinced 

that he should work for any one but himself; ' an extrema 

individualist who loved his land more than his government 

or his people. 

Socialistic ideals exert a powerful attraction 

on minds because the9 proceed ultimately from a primitive 

need for mutual help, says .Ellis. According to Ches tar-

ton, Socialism is a proposal that all pro~erty sho~ld be 

nationally owned; · and the theory exists because human 

oalami ties ·call for immediate hum~n aid, and. because such 

aid must always be collectively organized. In practice, 

the individual is ~elpless. Man when left alone is help-

less. his parents must care for him when he is a baby, and 
/ when he becomes a man, a million people get .his food, make 

his clothes and fill his many other wants. With the ad-

vances of civilization he beoomes more and more·dependent. 

Modern scientists love to compare him to a single cell in 

a complex· plant. 
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Ellial states that the· family is the soc-

ialistic u.nit, and that spcialists cannot make a closer 

di vision. Each indi vidu.al in t.he family is su.bordina tad 

to the whol~ which is socially ~nd ecoriomically a· unit. 

The family cannot be regarded as an individual, 11 un ego-

isme a trois" because nations are really a famfuly related 

by blood: we. could not regard ·tribes or classes as soc-

ialis tic units because they .are bound by blood ties. 

State regula~ion cannot be logically support-

ed: there must be. _ownershiJ.J because every tax in a dam-

ocratic £tate is a socialistic measure and involves a 

collective ownership of the proceeds. · illvery ragu.lation 

of industry assumei.the rights 6f society over individual-
' • I 

istio ~reduction.and is therefore socialistic. 

-On th~ other hand the individualists say that 

after all society is ·composed of individuals and. its whole 

worth must depend on the quality of the.individuals. They 

believe that adversity. is the only school -of worth, and 

fear that social effort will.degrade the individual to 

the "position of a :parasiten. They fear that socialism 
. ' will make '6onditions too healthy and all men uniform and 

mediocre. They say we. must bear with adverse· conditions 

and that individuals· must be tempered by high responsibility 

---- .. o~---- .... 
1. The Tas.k of Social Hygiene; Socialism and Individual-

ism. 
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and pe_rpetual struggles. The supreme great men have 

.always stood apart from society but have oonquared in 

the end: the strongest man alv1ays stands alone. 

Ellis sums .up his exposition of the two po-

sitions and tries to conciliate the two views as we shall 

see. The socialist says that poverty, disease and pros-

titution are results of bad social and bad economic con-

ditions and think· that things could be bast remedied by 

eras.ting ideal enviro.nments. Individualists say that we 

· ar~ influenced by our heredity, and that if we insure the 

production of sound individuals; our environment will 

~aka care of its~lf. They are both right and not opposed. 
I 

to each other,· their· "affirmations are right but their 

denials unsound'·'. The extremes of both are insane. Shaw 

states that socialism is simply individualism rationalized, 

and"clothed in its right mind". Ellis ~aye "No aria needs 

individualism in his wat&rr supply and no one needs social-

ism in his religion". Only pure individuals can make so-

cialism a po~sibility, and only a pure social structure 

makes a great individual possible. "The best individuals 

are not the toughest"~ but -rather the reverse, .so we must 

breed man first and then attend ·to his environment. 

---o ... ---
1. ·.Ellis: "The Task of Sooial Hygine": Sooia.lism and 

·~ Individualism. 
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Wells', theory of socialism is not complete, 

he does not set forth a finished program. With the eye 

of a novelist he picks ot1t the most striking and Utopian 

oharaoteristics that he thinks would exist if people 
were under a sooialistio regime. Like the Wesleyian ideas 
of· heaven and hell, they are purely imaginative, but two 

world.a are better than on'i}, they serve as comparisons, and 
'1Vells 1 socialistic· state is made for comparison with the· 

modern unbearable conditions. His theory is foundea upon 

three postulates. Only one half of the people are labor-

ers, and they are out of a job a. good pa.rt of the time, 
yet the world has enot1gh food to live upon. The idea that 

one man is fitted for just one kind of work· is absurd. 

Humans oan never ·achieve perfect ad.a:ption: to the normal 

social life ... 

Wells defines the normal social life as nthe 

type of human association and employment of extreme :pre-

valence and antiquity which appears to have been, the lot 

of the enormou·s majority of hume,n beings as far back as 

history and our tradition or our conceptions of the neo-

lithic period ~arry us."l It··is ~he life of the localiz-

ed community, the next-te-the-soil family life. It is 

r assantially illiterate, traditional and mute. It is the 

----o-- ... 
1. Wells: Social Forces in .England and America. 
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·' foundation of civilization and the majority of the peo-
ple prior to the modern era had always lived thus. It does 
not account for art~ for literature or for nationality--
it s~fmply breeds and lives.· Thus history deals with 
the surplus forces, .the forces that have emerged from the 
gras~ of the normal social life. Kings and courts and 

·artists and systems of thought h~ nothing to do with the 
normal social life. History has dealt with the transcen-
dent forces divorced _from and .;et· supported by this:: fquiid-
ation. · This life is self-sufficient and antagonis tio to 

·novelty. It lives by tradition and reacts against the 
non-traditional movements, Liberalism backed by the new . ' ( 

science (Individualism) and Socialism. 
< Chesterton is an original and vigorous reac-

tionary thinker, says We~ls, and·. 11 his mind turns to the 
normal social life as being the most desirable state of 
mankind." 1 Chesterton and Beiloc give th~ b~st and clear-
est expression to this system of ideals, and support it 
with some good argt1ments, but for Wells the inevitable 
prosperity of this state would lead to over-population, 

and this to scarcity and famine, war and pestilence. But, 
says Wells, Chesterton has the' courage· to say that these 

...... o-.-. .. ·• 
l. Social Forces in England and America. 
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are part of the inevitable nrhythms of the human lot 

under the sun''. These two reac tionaties think that the 

~ormal social life is the only desirable and proper life 
for the great masses. Naturally they are antag6nistic 

to the innovations 6f modern thought, unfriendl' toward 

the organization of scientific research and scornful of 

the pretensions of science. Machinery is u.ndesirable 

because it disturbs the equilibrium of the state. Ma-

chinery has created industrialism and it in turn has 

created a new and constantly increasing third class. So-

cialism in a way is method of attemptlto-vindicate,,pro-

olaim and protect the.life of this class, a class which 

.Chesterton cionsiders unnecessary and positively harmful 

to a well balanced state. "Criticisms of the methods of 

logic and scepticism of the more widely diffused of human 
beliefs, they would classify as insanity," says Wells. 

"They present a conception of vicious, loudly' singing, earth-

y, toiling, custom ruled, wholesome and unsanitary men: 

t~ey are pagan in the sense that their hearts are with 

the villagers and not with the townsmen, Christian in the 

spirit of the parish priest.n1 

Human beings have never achieved a perfect 

adaption to this normal social life, according to Wells. 

--·o---
1. Wells~ Social Forces in England and America. 
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Curiosity, the .wanderlust, distaste for labor have alwa.vs 
tended to break u~ this{ agricultural life .. The modern out-

1·• 

break of physical science and mechanism threatens to over-
turn it, and to replace it with a more elaborate civili-
zation. The political and social discussion of the last 

century has been an attempt to apprehend the defensive 

struggle against new discove~ies and its resultant pol-

itical changes. 

Wells' second postulat~ is that the idea of one 

man for one kind of work is unsound. Wa can trace the or~ 

. igin of the idea that one man should do the work.which God 
bad best fitted him for, back to Plato 1 s "Republic". Pla-
to's ideal state was founded on the supposition that, as 

each man had :powers which could only be developed in appar-
.ent' degrees of perfection, each man should· give to the 

state the work of the talents which were nearest :perfec-

tiqn in him. This conception ·germinated the idea of the 

division of labor, and the division of labor cannot be 

supported without this postulate. In Plato's state the 

wisest men were to rule, the bravest were to be soldiers, 

and the rest were to be temperate and do the 'remainder 

of the work of the republic. · But Wells spurns this idea. 

He thinks that the spread of education has made all men 

nearly alike and that one man oan rule as well as another. 

·He considers that making men officials for 1ifa is the 
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worst possible method of getting things done. His rulars 
must not be specialist~ or pedagogues, but men ''taught by 
life". Almost· any modern man could be a Caesar or a Rioh-
lieu. His "Great Staten will value the nfrashness and 
the ha:ppinass of doi~g well_ of the amateur rather than the 
trite omniscence of the,_state official."l This, in its 

last analysis is ~·revolt against modern caste, for 
modern caste is determined by the occupation of its memb-
ers. If every man had ·to .do the same work then there 
would be no cast~ From the vantag~ ground Wells attacks 
Syndicalism,. the attempt to· make each industrial class a 
state within itself. 

Wells writes that the syndicalists believe 

"that the milleniu.m can be reached by making every great 
industry a democratio.repnblicn.l Ha thinks that the 

inevitable result would be a community of conflicting 
interwoven govermnents of workers, who would be incap-
able of transmutation of function or progressive change. 

It considers its workers as ha.rids, not as souls or heads: 
a man is a railway·porter first and a private man.after-
wards. The movement is an outgrowth of.trade unionism, 

which in itself is a necessary evil, and only a provis-

ional expedient. The wider trend of modern civilization 

---o--.-
l. · Wells: Social For6~s in England and America. 
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pursues Wells, is against olass organization and class 
feeling. It is a nsolemn imbecility that we are an age 

of speaializationn. ">:Change of function, arrest of 
specialization by innovations in method and appliance, 

progress by the infringement of professional boundaries 

and the defiance of rule".l The world leaves the specializ-
ed man behind.· Adaptability is the urgent need, and the un-

imaginative and uninvantive man is a retardation. As to 

specialization in industry, Wells thinks t~at piece-work 
# is mere monotonous labor and is to be avotl.ded by.mechan-

ical devices and a distribution so that no one class will 

do it all. 

From this conclusion it· i a a.. logical move to 
the assumption that it is unnecessary for farmers to live 

on their farms all the time. Wells would have them come 

to the city in winter to enjoy ;and to educate themselves. 

The last postulate is that one-half of the 

working people laboring one-half of the time support the 

worid. Wells wishes to relieve the desperate conditions 
.. 
under which these people bend, and further, to force the 

rest. of society to do their.proportion of the hard work. 

Chesterton also wishes to relieve the conditions, but he c. 

cannot concieve of the idea of do~tors, ~nd members of 

---o------
1. Wells: Social Forces in 3ngland and America. 
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Parliament working in the mines or digging sewers. He 
scar.es modern il;ld~strial methods, which, he says, exist 

. . 
·on the condi ti.o·n. that. a mass of unemployed are. always at· 
the beak and call of· the employers. "Capitalism has re-

sulted in, and exists on. unemploy{hent. The effec~s of 

having landlords is not to have tena.nts."l Modern ma-
chine·ry has made possible the p~oduction of much more 
material than is· needed. Some man, then, must not work. 

Walls asks then why ~ho~ld the same people have to work · 
a~l their 1ivas. and get ohly a ~itiful living for it, 
while those.who do not work at all have so much money 
that they become wasters? For the poor, the lack of 
'money t ap.d_ for the rich superfluous wealth has its dis-
astrous rasul ts. ·walls wishes to ev an things up a bit. 

As to the Fabian Socialism, it is e. "bureau-

cratic scheme for establishin~. the regular life long 

subordination of a laboring class, enlivened though it 

may be by frequent inspection and discip~inary treatmen~ 
during seasons of unemployment~ compulsory temperance, 
free medical attendance-and.a cheap and shallow elemental 
eduoa.tion. n2: It will fail to satisfy the cravings of 

the heart of man. This "servile" state, thinks Welle, 

. ----o---- ,._ 
l. Chesterton: Miscellany of Men·;· The Man on Top. 
2. Wells: Social Forces in England and America. 
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must inevitably drif ~ toward class revolt, "paralyzing 

sabota.ge", and a gener~l strike. From its debris man 
would revert to the normal social life just as the so-
ciety of many other bankrupt governments has done and 

will .do. 

Walls undertakes to solve the root problem 
of socialism .. ·Who is to do the dull, hard, routine work 
in the ideal sooialistio state? He thinks, in the first 

place, that machinery will take most of the arduous toil 
from man. There is not to be a superior class. The 

e.conomic problem can be solved without condem~ing any 

section of human society to life-long labor. People 
now in general militate against modern labor conditions. 
Every one sees that it is unnecessary to force one part 
of society to do the hard work. All men.have nearly the 

same qualities and capacities, and nearly the same edu-
. . 

cation. "O:f all impossible social a.reams,· that belief 

in a tranquillized and submissive and virtuous Labor, is 

the wildest of all. : No sort o~ modern man will stand for 
it."1 The illiterate peasant will only endure life-long 

.toil under the stimulus of private ownership and with 

the console. tions of religion. The typical laborer has 
neither. There must be no specific labor class. The 

---o---
1. Wells: Social Forces in England and America. 



amount of work with the aid of skilled and dnskilled. 
labor required to produce everything for everybody may 

·.under ideal conditions, and with. the help of scientific 
economy and machinery be reduced to a small number. of 

working hours. Hard work can be. done by perscription--
each ·man to take his share, one or two years of it. 

·Wells is aware that he cannot fall back: on any 
science, or any sci entifio s ta tis tics as a support for 

these statements. He finds fault with the sciences which 
do not maet the need. Contemporary economics fo:r him, is. 
a pseudo-science,· pretentioa.s and bombastic,· because it 

) . 

throws no light upon the. fundamental .facts needed to sup-
I 

.port his ,argtiment. It should know how many hours of work 
it would take to ~upply England w_i th coal, how much money · 

it would take to support a family under ideal conditions 
and how much the state could afford to give to. the la.bor-

er. But econom~cs furnishes no such data. 

There is a real disposition to work in human 
beings and :productive operations ·oonld. be made. sufficient-
ly attractive to make them .desirable o ccupa.~i one. Vlil.liam 

James, says ·Walls, was profo"undly convinced of the edu-
cational and disciplinary v~lue of universal militari ser~ 
vioe. They why could not men look at coal-mining, and ate21 
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ditch-digging as valuable disciplinary measures? Men 
could work in the mines and on the railways, while women 
co11ld be· employed in hospitals, and. in ho tels, and at 
teachil).g. 

Wells attacks t.he :problem of governmental con-
trol. Who is to direct? The Fabians say a bureaucracy. 
Wells thinks that the government machinery should be so 
elaborately and carefully constructed that no -one class 
oou.ld get hold of· the. control to make a permanent monop-

oly of it. There is _·to be no collective 'mind organized as 
a· branch of the civil service to place artists and preaoh-
,ers and scientists in a ''phrensy of wire pulling"l as is 
the case now. "The whole spirit of the "Great State' is 

·to be against any avoidable subjugation; bu.t th-a whole 

spirit of that scienrie that will animate its structure 
will forbid llS to ignore w_oman' s fung.tional and temper-
mental differances."1 ·The gr~ater proportion of oc~upa
tions and activities will bo private and free. The so-
oialis tic state will be neither the only employer or the 

-only educator. The citizen will be a shareholder in the 
state. His earningsD will be his surplus to be. -spent in 

amusements and all sorts of nrree. collective ooncernsn. 
The state will not control writers, theatres, restaurant 

---~o----

1. Wells: Social Forces in 3ngland and America. 
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cooks or tailors. I .t will only undertake the super-
· vision of the standardisable industries where most of the. 
toil l.is found. It is to be an "id·ea.l of a social sys tam 

no longer localized, no longer immediately tied to and 
conditioned by the cultivation ~f land, wor~d wid~ in its 
interests and outlook, and catholic- in.its tolerance and 
sympathy, a system of gr~at individual freedom. and .uni-
versal understanding among its. citizens, of collective 
thought and purpose."l 

Wells do es· not expil.aa how all of ·this is to be 
brought about. , There must: however. he says, be a new ty:pe 
qf family, subjugation, parasitism, ~and servitude.must be 
done a.way wit~. Bt1t how is the· peculiar inte~m~ngling of 
freedom and rigid control to be managed? The state will 
control., create and regulate family life. Mot·, only this, 
but the state is to have two or three years of the writer's 

. life, 'that part, of it in which he has to do his turn at 
manual labor~ · Sn:ppose that the new economics finds .that 

he will have to serve twelve iears, instead of two, to 
do his"jot"? How will the philosopher become a philosoph-.. .. . . . , . r .. , . ~ 

er? When will the artist learn to paint;· W~lls diere-. . ' . 

garde the fact that success in art and letters in a re~ 

eult of long years of education, and that this must be 

---o---
1. Wells: Social Foro~s in England and America~ 
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carried on in the.very years when men are best· able 
to do ma.nu.al labor, and just at the time his socialistic 

state would probably call on them for ,their "disciplinary 
education". Wails' state would be as must as he thinks 
Chesterton!s would be. Tbe~validity of Wall~! pto~osal 
depends entirely on the time leng~h of .the period of com-. 

pulsory service. · Two y~ears of this servioe would not 

ruin the career of" a wri tar, bu.t twelve would·. It will 
take eoonomio and ~ooiologiaal statistics to prove or 
disprove this. These statistics a.re not as yet 'compiled. 

' 1. . 

The-people of Wells' state are to be ~ishere, 
. ~iners, farmers or nurses for a few years and then they, 
are to rest or· take up some intereeting·work the rest of 

their lives. Walls says that if he had so much coal to 
shovel, he would-work at it bard and fast and put in ae 

long b.ours as he could ~ntil the task was dona. He takes 

it for granted that the working man feels the same way 
. . ' 

about work. Chest~rton would take exception to this 

statement. John Burroughs· says," Take away the occupa-

tion of all men, arid what ~ wretched ~orld it would be? 

Half of it would commit suicide in ·less then te~ d·ays. 

Few -persons reali-ze how mo.oh of their. happiness, such as 
it is, is dependent upon their work, upori the faot that 

they are kept busy _and not left to feed upon. themselves. 
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Wells fails to make allowance for the different ment-

al attitudes of men. I am sure that some man, at.least, 
.. ~ 

af~er they had finished their period of manual labor 

would be in the coriditionµ ·whioh John Burroughs describes. 

~he citizen of Wells' ideal state would be 

aristocratic 1n the sense that he would feel that the 

state belongs to him and he to the state. He would be 

a public servant working for a salary, typically prof-

essional, but .not in .the mod~rn sense..:.-buying for as 

little and. selling ·for .as ma.ch as you can~ He would b.e 
good to his wife and· children, .but not a :partisan to them 

against the 'com~on welfare, fr~eing himself ,from blind 

instinct ~Qt·Ereetthe nec.assi ty of the welfare of every 

child. Ha would treat his V!.ife as an equal; he will 

not be '"kind" to her~ but fair and fran:k and loving, not 

petting or. :pampering· her, but ·1atting her know the whole 

truth of life. They would marry that ·they may enlarge 

and not limit one a.no ther. Th~ey will seek beaut.v. in 

themselves, in their ways.of living; and be temperate 

and healthy. The men would be s t·udents and :philosoph-

ers and would not rush madly· s.bou t to "become blatantly 

and ignorantly rich". · Ha woU.ld belie.Ve in scientific. 

breeding to better the race. 

Unless every person becomes a thinker and a 
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lover of the public good, .Wells' plan would be absolute-

ly impossible.. England, says Wells, would be the first 

nation ever to patch up its labor difficulties. No com-· 

munity has had the will power or th~ imagination to re-
cast o~ radically alter its social methods a~ a whole. 
The interest of the higher classes and the sloth of the 

lower prevents advance. Selfishness and love of lo.cal-

i ty must ba given up so that men will sacrifice if needs 
be, for the welfare of the state. Thus we see Wells' 

Utopian fioti~n. It is a ·~nception of man working for 
man for the salvatio·n of the state and the race, depend-
ing on the advancement of· the sciences and the spread of 

information. It is a pie ture of man emerging from his . 

barbaric egoism and willingness to squander the resources 
of nis m tion for self,ish ends, to a love for all mankind, 

and especially a conciousness of the sacred furiction of 

his government and an unselfish passi9n for its present 

and future welfare. 



CHAPTER III. 

~ .. -o ..... -

The Family And The State· • 

With· the development of socialistic 
thought there bas arisen a oonnteracting movement~ These 
anti-socialists think that environmental conditions, no 

. ' 

matter how high an ideal they may. attain, will prove in-
adequate. "The demonstrations of the socialists will 
never make any serious imp~ession on property,"l says 
Shaw, who considers property the destroyer of ·our modern 
society. 'It was the fa.ct that governments of the past 
distributed wealth and la~or inequitably that caused 
them to fall. But this did not threaten the existence 
of the raaa. but only of individual happiness. "The 
knell of the institution of property will not .sonnd until 
it clashes with a more vital principle than that (social-
ism},~ :::1;Eliie1 say.a that exte.rnally _.im:poae<i regulat~ona 

---o- .. -
l. Shaw: Revol11tionist's Handbook. 
55. 
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fail to go to the root of matte~s~ Thate must be a 

new social force, and with it a ne~v science. These 

men ask not only perfect environments but perfect men 
·and women to profit by these environments. That is, 

they see that perfect laws cannot produce perfect men. 

With the imperfect man ideal life is impossible. Ellis 
shows how the severest code of laws has been unsuccass-
ful in eradicating the social evil. Re is one with 
Shaw in believing that a spiritual force must be combat-
ed with~ spiritual force. They a~k fo~ a heigh~ened 
and a purer and all powerful social conscience. Life 
must not only be controlled by human laws, but man must 
gain lmowledge of the laws of life its elf, and with 
this knowledge will come the power to· control the flow 

of life at the vary fountain of its birth. 

These ideas are neo-pagan. Christianity has 
held aloof' from these problems. Shaw says that the de-

. . 
ast~s God of the eighteenth century was a "deus ex ma-
chine.",, ·the .God who helped ·those who could not help them-

selves, the God of the lazy and the incapable. ! ~he 

nineteenth century decided that there wa~ no such God and 

that man must take in hand the work that he used to 

shirk with an idle prayer.' Man must change himseif 

into a Providence (which he formerly conceived as God). 
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'That is the only sort of a change that ia realt for 
mere transfiguration of institutionst as from military 

-to commaraial or from realism to mysticism, are not. 
really changes." "If man can.make a dog from a wolf, 
and greed and capitalism can produce men as far apart : 
as a vagabond and a gentleman, what could he do .with . . 
universal inspiration?"l For ~haw,· man's brain and hand 

are.the temple of th~ Hol1 Ghoa,t. 
Suoh dramatists as Strindberg and Ibsen have 

influenced .this individualistic movement. ·They have 
shown us that modern.man, hurried with selling and 
buying, weighed down with false traditions, has fallen 
short of women's ideal of a perfect mate. Hedda Gabler, 
Mrs. Alving and Nora, to name three of Ibsen's women 
characters, are wornen who have sU.ffered from man's nar-
row conception of a ~oman's sphere and of her intellect~ 
The question is raised whether. man ·1·s ~eating his obli~ 
gations to woman. Do Englishmen ·ragar~ ·love in· the rtght 

light'? Isn't the man-made ·worid a little off, center? 
Ibsen, Shaw and Ellis think that i·t is. 

Social hygiene has deve~oped from the social 
reform which arose out of· the bad conditions . of English 
industrialism. The conditions of· industrial life_ tore 

---o .... -
1. Shaw: The Revolutionist 1.s Handbook. 
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up the individual from the roots by which he had 

formerly received strength. Factory life imposed 
unbearable conditions on the workers. They were 

crowded together in feted masses. Things became so 

bad that the old English "laissez-faire" doctrine be-
came diabolical. The reform which arose to do away ~:1 

with these frightful conditions was at first· ·tim,id and 

attempted little, but with the development of the san-
itary and physiological sciences became more positive 

. . 
and undertook an entire revision of methods which ware 

then common. Sanitation was the first step and it 
soon led to factory legislation. The resultant child-

labor laws led to an extention bf the scope of education, 

and the state school. The care of the health of the 

working woman and the desire for a healthy fut0:re gen-

eration led to the fourth and last stage: puericulture. 

From this beginning the idea of social by~ 

giene grew until it has now become so .assnred of its 

salutary worth that it would nob only influence the 

cbnditions of industrial classes, but it would dictate 

the direction all civilization is to take if it would 

progress. From the care of the woman who is to be a 

mother, the movement interests itself ~n prenatal in-

fluanc~, marriage and life itself. "It is the control 
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of/ the reproduction of tqe race which renders possible 
the new conception of .social hygiene. 111 In F~ance in 

the early part of the nine teen t.h · can tu_ry, says Ellis, 

the control- of reproduction became a social habit, the. 
birth-rate began immediately to fall and p~ople expected 
terrible results, but none. came. On the contrary, @llis 
leads us .to suspect that the children were healthier 
and ware better reared than under co~mon conditions. 

Here social hygiene p~esupposes the fact_. that a large 
family tends to be mora unhealthy, and that large num~ 
bars prevent ideal rearing conditions. Under certain 

financial .conditions th~t is true. The believe~s in 
social hygiene desire that adequate care be taken of 
ohi~dren that are born 1 and that those who cannot be 

""" provided for, be left unborn.. .•But the control of re-
production cannot carry far the betterment of man! ac-
cording to 3llis, 'because it involves no direct selec-
tion of s too ks, but. it does immensely improve the in-

-~ 

Cl i vi duals of whi.oh the race· is made, up. 1 

Alarmf~ts like Roosevelt and Irving Bach-

ellor deplore the fact that the Anglo-Saxon's birth 

rate is falling and pr.edict· the extinction of the race 

and otbei dire things. Wells sayi that the supply of 

---o---
l. Ellis: Tha Task 1 of Sooi~ Hygiene. 



the right ~ind of child.ran is falling off". Wells . 

explains this by citing some of the tendencies of 

modern civilization. 'The falling birth-rate is a. 

consequence of the individualistic competition of 

modern life. Women are not the ca~se for they do 

not desire to shirk motherhood. but rather want it~ 

The conditions of success and self-devel~pment in 
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the modern world are first to d~fer marriage, and 

then to put·off having children as long as poseible, 

and finally to limit the off-.. spring. People. "in do-

ing this solace themselv~s by thinking ·they are sac-

rificing quantity to quality. If having children is 

a :publi~':sarviae torthe::::state then the state must re-

compense the parents for giving children to it. The 

alterna~te is racial· replacement and. sooi.al decay •. ' 

Wells thinks that it would probably be best to pay 

money to the mo th er. At this point Wells departs 

from Sllis' idea of recompensing pa .. rents .. ,For Wells 

1 it would be idiotic to inoreas'e the number o £ low 
born children .. The highar the social standing of a 

family tha higher should be its. endowment given by .the 
state. 

Ellis takes a much more scientific. and .com-

prehensive view. He says that the lower stocks are· 
more fertile than the higher, but they are not necesaa-
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rily the worst stocks because civilization h~s a ten-

·aenoy to. grow from below upward. . There is a constant 

upward :progression. The demands of the nervous and 

intellaotual force of the- culture and refinement of the· 
.. 

upper classes places the' emphasis away from reproduction 

and causes a lower fertility. Ars~na Dum~nt's Social 

c'apillarity theory explains this by stating that man's. 

·natural tendency is ·to_ ascent the social soa+e and that 

a strong ascensional impulse a~d a high birth rate are 

-~utually contradictory. Lar~e families then, are o~l9 
. possible when there is· no :progress. .The lesser fartil"'.' 

ity of the urban :population is caused by ·demands on the 
I 

brain and energy by the increased competition. 

As to the idea of the endowment of mother-

hood, &haw asks why bees should :pa~:per their mothers 

while we pamper o.i;ily ou.r prima donnas. He . says that 

we do everything to make birth a misfortune' and a dan-

ger to the mother. This comparison o.f th7 life· of man 

with th.e life of animals is onaracteristic of' the move-

ment. ·Thee OOf:llpe.rison is always disadvant~geous ·to the 

man, but these allusions to lower forms of life and 
intimations tha·t man cot1ld well learn from them can 

. ! 
rarely-·be developed into a logical· support of ~he point· 

to be proved.. There is not· enough in common between 
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men and bees to make any comparison worth while: Ellis 
does not comparJ! civili.z.ed man with the lower forms of -
animal life, but with the uncivilized man who live un-
contaminated by modern methods of li!li~J?;· In thasa es-

. says, such words as nstooks" and "breeding" often oacur. 
These are evidences which be ~ray the naturfilistio· trend 
of this movement. These thinkers delight to think of 
man as one cell in a oorbplioated organism, and as amen-
able to exaot formative laws. -. They- do not consider the 

mi~d of man as a force which might possible revolt. from 
.their ma·chanical laws. Possibly Shaw in his conception 

of the s~perman comas ~loser to realizing the potential-
ity of will in this regard. 

Unreasonable people have preached vigorously 
against race suicide, says Ellis, just as if it ~ere the 
result of laziness and love of luxury. ~The problem 

' lies far deeper than that. Race s.uicide may have saved -
. . . ' 

the world from an eoomomio dis~ster. Th~ old·rule of 
nincrease and multip~y" meant a vast amount of infant 

mortality, starvation, chronic disease and misery. The 
alarmists have only obaerv_ad_ the crude birthrate and do 

not know .that the natu.r~;t increase is measured by the 

excess of births over the deaths. A low birth rate with 
a high death rate is a sign of decrease, while a low. 
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birthrate·and a low death rate may mean an actual in-
orea~e.' Ellis says that a high birth rate and a high . 
death rate seem to go together, a~ is exemplified by 

t'he famines and pestilences which periodically sweep 

Japan, Ohina and India. The measure of national well 

being is, then, measured by the excess of births over 
deaths, and hot .by a fa11ing·birth rate alone. 

The birth .rate has fallen throt1gh Etirope 
generally. "No doubt the chief oauae·of the reduction 
of the birth rate has been its voluntary restriction by 

preventive methods due to the growth of. intelligence, 
knowledge and foresight. nl It is not the result of :pe-
culiar economic conditions, love of luxury or vice. 
'Prosperity does not increase fertility, for savages, 
who ar~ always threatened by starvation, are vary pro-
lific. Prosperity fails permanently to remowe restraints 
on fertility because it creates new restraints--aspir-
ations for social advancement, art and education creates 
firethought which is applied.to the question of off-
spring. Nations must follow the same course as the 

social classes: the more the mass of these social 
classes become civilized, the more the nation's birth-
rate falls. This should not provoke pessimism, con-

,· 

eludes El·l:Ls, because the lowered birth rate may 

--- .. o------
l. Ellis: The Task of Social Hygiene; The.Significance 

of the Falling ~~rth Rate-
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bring a wider meaning as a measure of civilization. 

"We are here.moving towards the_fi~a quiescenqe in-

volved by a· deli·ca.te equi:poise of, life and death, and 

this economy sets fr~e an energy we are seeking to 

expand in a juster social organization, and in the real-
ization of ideals whioh until now have seemed ·but the 

imagination of idle dreamers .-"l 

Ellis considers the falllng b·irth rate as 

favorable for the a&vanoe of social hygiene. He thinks 
.that it makes ·possible an almost universal education, 

and the education in turn is a prerequisite to the. 

heightened social conscience without which· his plan 

would fail. Woman, as we have seen, is of :prime impor-
tance. They must rise to embrace this doctrine, for 

this choosing of .suitable mates is after all, as Shaw 

suggests, a woman's affair. There are abundant indi-
cations that 'they a.re emerging f ram the legarthy of 

a passiv~ submission. 

The woman's movement began in the aighteenih 

century and .was d~:lV·eloped by such writers as Merry Woll-

stoneoroft, George Sand~ Robert Owen, William Thompson 

and. John Stuart Mills. The advance of the movement 

took the form. of the emancipation· of woman in relation 

l. Ellis: The Task of Sooial Hygiene; The Signifi- . 
canoe of the Falling Birth Rate. 
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to the old idea of romantic love. 'This romantic 

conception of love was entirely absent from classic 
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~ oivil"ization. _Then marriage was .considered as a ~ig

nified and auster~ duty to the et~te. The idea of 

romantic love began in the decadence of Rome, when 
the political life was disolving and the individual 

was evolving. L~ter Christianity rej~cted the idea 
of romantic love in its natural associations, but it 

indirectlt prepared the way for a lQftier and.deepet 
.realization of love b_y ·placing it on a highe1r plane. 

Something of this clung to th~ age of chivalry, but 

the knights really thought more of ~ar and adventure 

than of women. The women of France reacted against 

this attitude, and while their husbands were BJNay. 

fighting, they laid :down the laws of society and es-

tablis~ed the "-0ourta of Love" to rest~ain immoral-

fties. The troubadours adored the wife of some· Knight. 

· or took upon themselves the more ethereal.worship of 

the Virgin Mary transferred· t.o 'some maiden, whom they 

worshipped as an·ideal rather than as a baing·~f · 

flesh and bloo.d. Th~. Humanism of the Renaissance 
. -

swept the latter form away. The aenemic woman gave 

way to t~a deveipped woman 'obno.i~ues of her powers, 
\' .,,_ 

and women .btike.if"to be treated as human beings.' 

:1o•:,' 
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. The su.bordination of violence, says Ellis, 

took away the reasons for the consecrating of weak-
ness·in woman. 'When civilization advances women 
ne~d meri' s ·power less and less,: and to offer services 
is to do something wbJ.ch women shou.ld do for themselves.' 

"Civilized society in which women are ignorant and 
irresponsible is an anachronism.~ "The cross between 

an angel and an idiot no longer fu.lfills any usefu.l 
purpose. ·r,i 

Aaoording to Ellis; woman's dependency on 
man has forced sexual selec·tion to give way to natur-
al selection, to the great disadvantage of the race. 

With economic independence ~he proper emphasis will 
be placed on sexual selection. · "Wherever sexual 

selection has free play, unhampered by aoonomic con-
siderations, pros ti tu ti on is -impossible. n2 For illllis 

the dominant type of marriage is like prost~tution in 
that it is founded on an ecoriomic consideration. 

'The tendency of the woman's movement is 
now toward so.cial, and not intellectual or physical . equality with men. At first women. wanted to :·,be ~like men 

1. Ellis: . The Task of Social Hygiene; B1mancipation 
of Woman in Relation to Romatic Love. 
2. Ellis: The ,Task .of Social Hygiene; The Changing 
Status o:f Women. 
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in every particular, but women can only be like men '·. 

when they are alike physically' Women at some periods 
"of life are economically de~endent, and.at such times 
Ellis would use Walls' suggested "Endowment of Mother-

hood1' plan. As industrialism has taken women' a home· 

em:p~oyments away, Ellis would have some suitable work 

.for them somewhere, so-that they might be economically 

independent. Wells and Ellis botb 1 agree that this 

independence is absolutely necessary for the develop-

ment of civilizati~n. 

In ]llis' actual plan-of social hygiene, 

we shall sea the im:portan t position which is given to 

women. At the present time man made laws impose :pass-. 

ivity on women, and. if they have an individualism of 

their own as Ellis and Ibsen· belie,ve thay have, legal 

restriction tend to suppress it, or at.least make any 
particular demonstration of it illegal. The passive 

medieval woman would mak~ so·aial hygiene impossible, 
not · 

because she wouldl\make a c.onoious eu~enic choice of 

a mate, but would tath~r~have har·fathe~ choose for 

(her. The new women who are ~cimin~ into e~istence, says 

Ellis, will be strong, .elemental natures, devoid of 

the impulse to destroy or aptitude to be destroyed. As 

we have· noted before, the ~nglishman's idea of love 
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may be in the judgment of this new woman, but a nar- . 

row artifiaal.convention. Grate Meiael~Hess, in "Die 

Sexuella Krise" says that . nLove as a form of worship 

is reserved for the future"~ In. the past, says Ellis, 

real love has been found among only a·faw rare souls. 

"In the future world, fostered by a finer selection of 

conoio us eugenics, and a new ·r everenoe and care for 

motherhood, we may reasonably hope for a truly effi-

cient hnmanijly; the bearers and oonsarvars of' the 

highest human emotions."1 Women will than enter into 

a deeper and more significant relationship ·with men.-

Men in the future may not consider love as a thing 
r aside, and leeve it, as they now do, to be cultivated. 

only by the women. 

The constant irmraaee in the number of di-

vorce court proceedings ·~a an indioa.tio n that ther~ is 

something radically wrong in the method of modern mat-

ing, or in our conception of love. Wells does not be-

lieve that marriage should· be indissoluble, or preclude 

a wiLdow or a widower 'from remarriage. 1 Absolute mon-

ogamy does, however, banish stepparents from the world, 

confers the dignity of tragic inavitabil~ty. upon mar-
- < 

riage, and,makes love the moat momentous ·thing in life. 
I 

Besides it is in entire harmony with 'the view of the 
---o--""". 

1. ]llis: The Task of Social Hygiene; Emancipation 
of woman in Relationto Romantic Love. 
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passionate instinots of the natura~ man or woman in 
these matters. But it would give neither :P~a~ty ex-
ternal refuge. from the misbahavi.or of the other, and 

,would make an institution which should be.an unlimit-
ed union, a definite contract. 

"Then what should be the limits of marri~ 
age'?" asks Wells. ShaV? takes an extremist view, be-
lieving that marriage should be re~ocab~e at the in-
stance of either party. Either husband or wife would 
need only to give public notice that their marriage 

was at an end. Well~ says that 'only one step beyond 
t;hat would make marriage legal by an oral declaration 

It... 
of either party and would unmake it in the same '!Vay •.. 

That for Wells, would be an encounter and not a marri-
age. 'Marriage is almost always a serious eoonomio' 
distur~ance, so the withdrawal of one of the members 
raises que~tions of financial readjustment which must 
be tended to. Before marriage an elaborate contract 
should be drawn up to cover ali exigencies, securing. 
jfri vate incomes. for each partn.er. the welfare of the 
children, and laying do~m equi tabl~ conditions in 

event of a divorce .. If the pair aftat so~e time seem 
likely to remain childless, they should divorce. 1 

: Ellis 

says that if an epileptic womah hides her disease from 

a man and succ.Jeds in marrying him, the faot of this 
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-deception should furnish adequate grounds for- diyoroe. 

Wells believes marriage is justified·only by produ~ing 

children; Ellis, in producing healthy children. These 

, two· men view marriage as a practical affair and unite 

with Shaw in despelling the mists of romanticism that 

prevent it from being seen as a scientific phenomenon 

of great weal or woe to the state. Shaw looks at it 

almost brutally, saying that marriage is popular be-

cause it joins;'.the maximum of opportunity with the 

minimum of deterrent exigencies. 

Shaw thinks that parents are the w.orst en-

emies of the child and advises that the a·tate rear all 

children. Wells says that Shaw is "ignorant and un- · 

feeling 0 but demands that we cease platitudenizing 

about the wonders of mother and father love •. Re would 

have childr.an taken from unworthy parents. Divorce 

laws now are for revenge and not for readjustment. If 

we take the welfare of the children as the valid worth, . · 

why shot1ld we allow a man to divorce his wife for one 

infidelity?· Wells.would have us take children away 

from homes where drunkcinness, desertion, neglect, cruel~ 

ty or extravagance threaten the welfare 0£ the child. 

He would have us also stop the publication of whatever 

is spicy and painful in divorce court prodeedings, be-
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oause it falls most heavily on the innocent and pre-

~ents many de~ireable divorces, for timid and delicate 

minds shrink from the orass _public expo.sure of :private 

affairs. 

Tha· divorce evil, :prostitution, and the in-

crease of degeneracy have stimulated illllis to construct 

a remedy to do away with thes-e conditions. He de_plores 

the fact that the English gather together all of the 

physical and moral defectives at workhouses, "to have 

babies, under the superintendence of Boards of Guard-

ians". Eve~y one knows that the children will be idiots 

and will perpetaate the same cycle of misery. Guardians 

never attempt to make clear to these hapless mo there 

why and how they should avoid having children. They 

tend to breed faster than normals, and the characteristic 

of imbecility is always handed down to the children 

who must necessarily be a burden to society and asso-

ciated with criminality. Ellis thinks that one should 

not consider heredity as a·:pes~imistic fatalism but 

the one great hope ·for civilization, and the one means 

to combat imbecility, poverty, disease and immorality. 

Shaw also hopes in heredity, and by means 

of it would bring ~nto existence bis superman. Ches-

terton scorns such an idea saying that any but natural 
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breeding presupposes an outside force, higher than the 
animals bred to direct the process. Ellis meets Cbes-
terton 1 s objection by saying that animals are brad from 
the outside, l:>~t that man can only be bred upward from 
within, thro~gh the medium of i~telligenoe and will, 
working together with a sen~e of his great responsibil-
ity to the state and the :fu.ture. He plainly sees that 
the cunning of man is able to .defeat any attempt to 
touch life at t~is intimate point. Mere legislation 
would be powerless, just as it is today in combatting 
immorality. There must be compulsion from within. Gal-
ton~ the originator of 3llis 1 soho61, wanted this to be 
a religion; for ha saw no other way of enforcing en-
thusiasm and respect fo~, and devotion to the cause. 
Ellis believes that a heightened social concianca will 
insure the carrying out of his plan. 

I . 

Eugenrucs then, is not likel$ to be a a·.old 
blooded selection of partners by some ~utside scientif-
ic authority, but a growing· conviotion among the $ore 
intellectual members of a community, and then transmitt'."" 
ed by imitation and fashion to the less intelligent, 
that children of the future race shall not be the mere 
result of ohanoe or p~ovidence. They must see that,. 
the salvation or the damnation of the future generations 
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·lie within their hands because it depends on their 

wise choice o:f a mate. "We must concern ourselves with 

the ideals and with an endeavor to exert our perso~al 
. 1 

influence on the realization of these ideals." The 

ideals must be based on scientific :facts. 

1No matter how powerful the social oonoience 

would become, the romantic idea that there is just one 

man for one woman, disregardful of his pedigree. health 

and all, would render it ineffectual. Ellis says that 

love a.·oes not laugh at science, as m me novelists would 

have us believe, but that human nature itself is.indis-

posed to the indiscriminate choice of mates, and that 

there are definite tendencdes of like toward like. 

'Passion when it occurs requires in ·normal persona, cum-

ulative and proionged forces to impart full momentum 

to it. In its first stages it is under the control of 

many influences, including reason. Without this there 

could be no sexual selection or social organizatiqn.' 

This would make eugenics a· reasoned manifestation of . .. · 
natural instino't rather than an artificial product •. 

'It is on the side of love and against thoughtless and 

reckless yielding to momentary desire, and the influ-

-----o---
1. Ellis: The Task of Social Hygiene: Eugenias and 

Lova. 
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enoes of wealth, position and worldly convenience.' 

Then there must be a knowle4ge of the 

soiantifio facts of her~dity. The families concerned 

oould o~ll a con:ference· o:f th.e family doctor~ and to• 
/ .. 

gather atsouss the medical aspects of 'the proposed 

union. Pediigrees and exact knowledge of' the physical 

ana mental. properties of ancestors as well as of the 

candidates themselves will be of im:portanoe. System-

atia records of personal data.written bf 'the intended 

wife and husband may reveal characteristics which 

would weigh for, or against the marriage. These in-

:testiga tions should decide the matter. . Ei,ther healthy 
.~ -· 

·children or no marriage must result. Wells, Shaw: and 

Ellis beli eva that the child is the key to the future. 

"Evan a .joint-stock human stnd farm mig'ht 

well, under perfect conditions yield better results 

than our present reliance on promiscuous marriage,"l 
\. . 

says Sh~w. Wells wri tea that it .bas been a perpetnal 

wonder of the philosophers· froiir :Plato downwards, that 

man have bred horses and dogs a~d left man and woman 

to breed promiscnously~ ·He thinks that our system of 

matrim.ony sae~ingly is desig,nad ·to_ perpetuate madioo-

- .. ~-o- .. -• 
1. ·The Revolutionist's Handbook. 
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ri ty, but believes that so me day men will be in poss-

e~sion of knowledge and opportunity to make each gen-

eration better than the· preoeding one. Such an enter-

prise could hardly be expected.from the Stock Exchange, 

says Shaw, it would take a statesman of character to 

handle it. 'The novelty of the idea of'suoh an exper-

iment. is simply in the soale of it: kings are bred 

now and even dukes are not free to marry whom they 

choose.' 

Sha~ recognizes the advent of the new wo-

man. Man. ha says, is no longer like Don Juan, a 

victor in the duel of sax. ·In "Man and Superman", the 

woman is the huntress and man the quarry. 'Man:!is busi-

ness is to get money to keep up his position and tha 

habits of a gentleman, while woman's main endeavor is 
<L 

to get married. This isnsensible and satisfactory 

foundation for society, _for money means nourishment 

and women mean children.' 

TheJ:e has always been a cry for the super-

man,. says Shaw, but admits that it has always been sil-

enced by the question·- what kind of a ~an must he be? 

The s.uperman must have a superior mind. But this is 

not the result of a SU].)erior body. He must not be a 

dupe of oonven tional morality. "Better Samson and Milo 
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than Calvin and Robespierre. 11 1 If the superman is to 

oome hev:must be born of woman by man's intentional and 

well considered oontrivanc~. But a code made on this 

premise would do caway with tha institutions of pro-

perty and marriage as they exist today. The really im-

portant part of man which we want in the ?Uperman is 
unfortunately not yet perfectly. understood. We will 

have to trust to nature, both to breeders and to par-

ents for that superiority in the unc.onoious self which 

will be the true characteristic of the superman. · Caste 

will postpone the superman for eons, equality is essen-

tial to good breeding, and equality is incompatible· 

with property. Marriage will delay the advent of the 

superman because there is no evidence that the best 

offspring is the result of congenial marriages, but 

two complementary persons could not live together, . 

therefore marriage must be done away with. Conjuga-

.tion end domesticity are separable. 

Shaw regards the evolution of man into the 

superman as the only hope for the future. He is mis-

anthropic in his hate of the degeneracy and dacrepen-

cies of modern man. 'Man as he is will never be other-

wise.' "Cromwell learnt by bitter.experience that God 

himself cannot raise a people above its own level. 
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Napoleon seems to have ended by regarding ,mankind as 

a troublesome pack of hounds only worth keeping fpr 

the ~port of hunting with them. •?l Says Shaw, until 

every Englishman is a Cromwell the world will not be 

improved by its heroes. Most men desire the superman 

for they have worshipped him in the form of pope's and 

kings. Some fear that the regime of the superman will 

end all pleasures'and all romance. "This fear, by. 

putting on airs of offended morality, has always in-

timidated people who have not measured its essential 

weakness: but it will prevail with those degen~~atas 

only in whom the instinct of fertility has faded into 

a mere itching for pleasure."1 These are dying out 

now through their own devices t~ prevent, conception. 

Shaw, then, sees a good in the falling birth rate in 

\all of the civilized countries, although it is differ-

ent from the good that Ellis hopes will come from it. 

--.-o .... -

1. Shaw: The Revolutionist's Handbook. 



CHAPTER IV • 

......... o------

REACTIONARY TENDENCIES • 

Without a doubt there has been a great ad-

vanoe in the mechanical world in the last century. illl-

ec trioi ty and machinery, with their resul tanct indus-

trialism, have given man thrice their former producing 

power. International finance has circled the world. 

Psychology, economics, sociology and critical theology 

have cleared .. away~superstition·and mysticism. These 

are triumphs of the scientific movement which began 

with the Elizabethan Francis Bacon. Man see~ingly has 

advanced far in his control over nature. 

Yet with all of this mechanical and scien-

tific advance there is a conviction in the minds of some 

thinkers of today that man himself has not advanced. 

78. 



Crime, poverty, ignora~oe. and :pain a~e just as common 
· among the bulk of mankind as ever before. · Some think 
that conditions are even more restrictive, cruel and 
unbearable than ever be~ore. The new destructive theo-
logical criticism and the agnosticism wh_ioh has accom-
panied the materialism of. the scienti fie advance, have 
oaused widespread disbelief and _irreligion among the 
people, and a new hopeless sorrow characteristic of 
modernity. Thinkers have set to work to compare the 
advantages.with the' disadvantages, and have begun to 

consider seriously ~h~ther the age has really advanced 
or no. While all the talk of progress has been going 
on, has there been real progres--not mechanical pro-
gress, but the only progress worth while-- the progress 

of the whole of mankind? 

Ellis says that there cannot be progress in 
·all of the social groups, and that those groups which 

do progress pay the price. 'When we ·gained the use of 
our bands we lost our tail.' That is, while one social 
group is advancing.another group is retrogressing: the 

state of the world as a whole is constant. Evolution 
is counterbalanced by invol~tion. There is nb gain or 

loss. There is no ever increasing evolution toward per-

fection. Only "·certain races can triumph, and then only 
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along certain speciall~nes, for every perfection aoquiras 

an imperfection. "The conception of 'progr~~· is. a u.se-

ful. conception in so far as it binds together those who 

are working for common ends,, and s tim!-1-lates that per-

petual ~l~ght movement of which life consists."1 But 
11 we need never fear that we shall aver achieve the· 

stagnant immobility of general perfection. 11 As an 

artist Ellis dislikes what he calls the 11 incompatance 

and disaster of modern things." Ha hates the smoke 

nuisance, the 'aeroplanes for fools to ride upon to de-

struction, the motor cars for imbeciles and drunkards, 

the telephones and the thousand other things which are 

always out of order. 1 "And ou1" civilization is made up. 

of these,n he sighs. He is ashamed ~hat he crosaE)d the 

Pyrennees in a motor buss instead of walking... Mod·ern \ 

travelling sacrifices everything to speed he says. 

Civilized man turns all of the "beautiful and mysterious 

places of nature into oash; covering them with expan-

sive hotels and cheap advertisements. "~llhera :primitive 

man developed a wild and fieroe but humane and beautiful 

culture, "civilized man arrived, armed with alcohol, 

sy:phili~, trousers and the Si~le and in a few years' only· 

a sordid and rid.ioulous shadow was left of that uniquely 

---o-..;. ... 

1. Ellis: The Task of Social Hygiene; Introduction. 
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wonderful life."l 

Evan such an ardent believer in the salutary 

value of science as Wells fears a possible collapse of 

civilization. He says that our system of modern finance, 

which is only three centuries old, may· totter and cause 

a reversion to a simpler and sounder life. 'On the o1d · 

basis of living bas been pilad the most risky and in-

securely experimental system of lending ·and borrowing. 

a world wide extenti6n of. joint stock enterprises that 

involve at last the most fantastic relationships. No 

economist or financial expert can prove that it cannot 

break down. The whole system keeps getting higher and 

higher and giddier, and it is continually swaying.and 

quivering.' 

The reading of Plato made Shaw disbelieve 

in progress, because he had considered civilization a 

modern affair, says Chesterton. Shaw co.ncluded that 

civilization has had so many ups and downs that it must 

be ori the wh6le flat. He says·that the verdict of his-

tory has been that .the normal life of the modern is 

higher than the normal life of his forefathers. '"This 

view is very acceptable to Englishmen, who alway's lean 

sincerely to virtue~s side as long as it cost them 

---o---
l. Ellis: The Task of Social Hygiene; Civilization 

and Nature. 
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nothing either in money or in thought.ni But Shaw 

can re~lly see no reason to think that our ancestors 

were less capable than we. Man for man wa· are no bet-

ter than they. Chance discoveries like. gunpowder were 

the only helps. they left to. us. 11 E.r:iough of this. goosa-

cackle about progres: man, as he is, never will, nor 

can add a cub~t to his stature by any. of its quackeries, 

political, scientific, educational, religious or artis-

tic. Our only hope is in evolution. We must replace 

man by the· 'superman.n;L, 'Abuses satirized by our fath-

ers are still with us. The common -people may be better 

dressed bu~. that is .simply a change which money makes. 

The ·momentnt we look for reform due to character or 

statesmanship we are disillusioned. There was the same 

maladministration in the Boqr war as in the Crimean. ,, 
. . La .. ~ 

There are still flagelloman~in the army and in the 

teaching profession. The Christian doctrine of the ~se• 

lessness of punishment and the wickedness of reven~e 

has not "found a single convert ·among the so-called 

Christian nations .. We take ten yaars1 of a thief's life 

withotit remorse, we ·demand the decapitation of Chinese 

Boxer princes, ~e use tortu~e to extor~ confa~si6n,·our 
Parliament is like the one Cromwell suppressed, our 

---o---
· l. Shaw: The Revolutionist's Handbook. 
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\ , 

doctors are still. quacks, we ·have witchcraft in the 

form of patent medicines. Our ~ities ~re as dirty 

as those of the middle ages, straight forward public 
. : 'i ·h~·., ' lying is indulged in so much t~t we cannot choose 

between a "pickpocket, a minister or the treasury-· 

bunch". Cowardic6·is univ~rsal. Patriotism, public 

opinion, ~~rental duty, discipline, religion and mor-

ality are only fine names for;intimidation. Free wage 

labor is the worst fo nn of htj.man slavery. Not mons tars, 

or oriminais, but our.best and most respected citizens 

practice these things. "We must be replaced by a high-
1 er, evolved, animal':- says ;this misanthropic critic of 

humanity,nor the world must remain a den of dangerous 

animals."l We think we.progress when we mend, but wa 

mend the ~ffeats of long standing_ retrogressions rather 

than the cause. Onr compromising remed.ies never fully 

recover the lost ground. Like a dog, men returned to 

their vomit. Shaw. says no. sane man would have killed 

a mouse to hav.J brought about ·the results of the French 

Revolution. He considers it·• a failure, and says 1 t did 

not help progress. Progress for him will always be an 

illusion until ·man's nature is changed. Then·, and 'Only 

then, will progress without a resulting regress be poss-

ible. 

. - - -·o-··--
Shaw: Revolutionist's Handbook. 
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This . bi t·ter satirist entirely ignores the 

good that science has accomplished. He prefers the 

mystic to the scientist, because he says the former 

at ·1east has the decency to call-his nonesense a mys-

tery, while the latter is dogmatic because he cannot 

prove his assert ions. :Both for Shaw are irripos ters. 

Taking part in the humanitarian campaign against sci-

ence generally,- he writes diatribes against vivisection, 

vaccination, and inoculation. 
\, 

To put unhealthy matter . t 

(vaccine) into healthy matter is to put matter in the 

wrong place. Men indulge· their destructive instincbs 

of _viv~seotion under cover of a solicitude for the 

c~mmon weal. Our modern education differs from Dr. 

Johnson's only in the substitution of Jenner and Pas-

teur for Plato and guripides. Astronomy is humbug. 

Darwinism is a penny-in- the-slot theory of evolution·, 

for it only accounts for progress on the hypothesis 

.of a continuous increase in the severity of the con-

ditions of existence: an assumption of ju~t the re-

verse of what· is ao_tually taking place. 

Ellis' theoi-y of eugenics and Wells' so-

cialism are both movements founded on the hope o-f an 

adva~ce of science. Ellis wants control ~tar heredit-

ary powe~s and his program necessitates wide-spread 

sex· knowledge. Wells wan t.s government ownershi:p and 
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propaganda depends on a universalized knowledge and 

an advance in the sociological and economic sciences. 

So inadequate for his needs is the modern sociology L 

that the scientist Wells denies that, as it is now, it 

is a science, and goes to some very nice reasoning ·to 

~rove it, using some of the relativistic arguments which 

originated 1 with the Greek skeptics. Only in the sub-

Jective world, he says, do we deal with identically · 

similar units and absolutely commensurable quantities. 

In the real world we deal with the labor saving device 

of considering things a~ practically similar~ Che~ists 

and-physicists mostly assume that ions and atoms .. are 

similar to one another. But counting,hard and fast 

classification are subjeotiva and.deceitful, while the 

uniqueness of individuals is the objective truth. Then 

as the number of individuals increases, the accuracy 

of generalization decreases. The scientific method is 
i 

~he ~etho~ of ignoring individuals, and its practicality 

is no proo~ of its truth. .Sociology stands at· th~ ex-

treme end of the scale from mathematics and the molec-

ular sciences. In the latter there is an i~finitude of 

units, but Comte concieve~ the plan of a sociolo·gy which 

dealt with only one unit, and Spencer in order to get 

a classification somehow, separated human society into 



distinct groups and made the false assumption that 

they corppeted with each other, died and reproduced 

like animals. But it is impossible to isolate com-

pl~te communities of men,_ or to trace any but rude 

general resemblance~ between group and group. "We 

cannot put humanity into a museum or dry it for ex-

amination: our one single still-living speciman is 

all history, .all anthropology, and the fluctuati:o>n 

world of men. nl There is no satisfactory way of 

dividing it. Socio·logy is an at.tempt to bring com-

plex, unique Beings into clear relations with the 

individual intelligence.· Since each individual is 

different, and looks upon humanity from a personal 

-angle, sociology can never approach the validity of 

the physical sciences or mathematics. 

Opposed to the propagandists like ~ells 

and l~Jllis whose programs depend on an advance of 

scientif~c knowled.ge, and. the rationalist Shaw who 

would set up reason as a motive force above will, 

tear down ~odern civilization and begin over again . 

86. 

with a race of superman; . are the reactionaries Bell-

oo ·and Chesterton. They do not believe that a for..:. 

ward movement of science would. make conditions any 

]j ----,o ... - ~ 

1.· . Wells~ Social Forces in 3ngland and America. 
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better, because so far its advance has made things 
worse. All of these vast complex machines to which 
moderns devote their best energies, are only the in-

signi~ica.nt and superfluo~s scaffolding of life and 
not life itself. If a negro porter uses the telet 

phone, or can travel around the world in forty days, 
or be operated on for appendicitis, it doesn't mean 
that he is a superior being to Cromwell. Scientific 

advance mey have bettered externals, but it has not 
bettered the inward man. These men do not harbor 

wild schemes like .Shaw's for doing away with the 
whole-of mankind, but they see germs of ideality in 

man, especially in the sturdy, overburdened lower 

classes· · If this scientific movement has ·resulted 

·in capitalism and misgovernment and.the tyranny of 

money, why not go back to the ways of living of bbree· 
centuries ago when men did not live- for monat alone? 

Chesterton. is a self-declared medievalist. If progress 
has resulted in nothing good, he says,· why not go 

back to where we began? He lampoons socialism, en-

genic~, and all those who would change the natnre of 
man. As to Shaw's snperman, Chesterton claims· to·· have 

found one once. It was born of an aristocratic mother 

1who took crtidely painted toys awa9 from children to 
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sa-ve their eyesight 11 an·a Dr. Hagg nan experimenter 

who had studied geology a~d electricai engineering.". 

Ch~sterton says he killed the sickly in fant by n1et-
, ting ·in a draft". Thus he scorns the ·idea of the _1 

' . 
superman as a figment of silly pseudo-science com-

bined with Zoroas t.rianism and eugenics. 

Just as the scholasticism of_ the middle 

ages left part of cman, undeveloped and undiscovered 

and gave rise to humanism, modern science in trying to 

co.ngu .. r the heart' soul and, body of man! s.o 'that it 

might die tate life to him, is\ giving rise to a r~a.c

tionary movement. · Scientific knowledge has made the 

·aevi 1 an impossibility and an absurdity, and by thns 

removing the antithesis of God has weakened the con-

cept of God himself~ . Religion to some extent has lost 

·its former confidence and enthusiasm. Chesterton 

takes up the. pen to declare ·that sci enc a oann.o t mon-

opolize the whole of man e:n.y more than soholastioism 

could. He views life ~hilosophioally and not as a 

dogmatic scientist •. Soienoa2has·t~uohed only the ex-

terior of man and has tria'd to believe that part of 

man the who la. Ches tetton says that the weakri.ea·s of 

modern civilization is that it ca·res more for sci enoe 

than for truth. 11 It prides itself more on methods 



than on its res~lts .. It is ~atisfied with precision 

discipline, good communications rather th~n a s~rtse 

.of reality. Discipline may only mean a hundred men 

making the same mistake ·a.t the same moment. We have 

reached a scienti~ic age which wants to Im.ow whether 

the train is on the time table but no1t whether the 

train is in the station. 11 1 He says that Max Beer-. 
·., 

bohms' caricatures have more of the real cha!'.acteris- .. 

. tics of a face in them than anscientific photogra:ph 

has. He find·s in the codiparison an exact. symbol of 

the failure of the sci~ntific civilization. "It is 

as satisfied in knowing that it.has·a photograph of 

a man it never asks whether it has a likeness oi him."l 

Chesterton declares that the exterior of ·man is th~ : 

most insignificant part. He.is a student of the in-

ner man. This h~gher :plane of contemplation lends 

itself easily to the garb of imaginative and poetic 

descri~t~on. Hence Chesterton's liking for allegory. 

symbolism and paradox, springirig •s itrdbes, directly 
' ' 

from religion and the struggle of the .. soul trying to 

free itself from the trammels of sense. Chesterton 

is a reactionary, a romanticist, a democrat and a 

medievalist. 
---o---

l. Chesterton: A Misoel~any of Men; The False 

Pho togra:pher. 
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From Chesterton's· view point things incon-

sequental to· scientists have become symbolic t·ruths 
· .. -/ 

and important· facts~ As· the. things which they ·have 
. ' .' 

emphasized have r~stilted in mate,rialism, Chesterton 
' ' 

would acoentuat.e the things wh~ch he, thin~·~s hav·a hid-
;-·-

den but imp.ortant meaning,_!lot .. to the body only, 'but 

to the sou1~~of ,man .. To Hillaire Belloc, a fellow re-
" ' e.c tionary, impressionistic landscapes, old ruins, out· 

of the way p·lac·es and strange people of the world ·tell 
I 

' ' 

the history of man. To Chesterton.·gargoyles, the tin-

sel on old illnglish $tbatthary:·t 11 · hi·eroglyphs speak a lan~ 

guage. .He ravels in colors~ and for him they have 

symbolic meani~g. Of red, ·he says, 0 It is the highest 

light, it is the place where the world of ours wears 

thinnest and s.omething beyond. burns through.·".l From 

· this angle life beco~es a great adventure and every-

. thing has its significan~e. ·Chesterton has often re-

cours-e to symbolism,. As a means. of emphasizing the 

fact that the vitality of institutions depends on the 

ideal breaking through the forms at times, ~e aays:• 

"The wind awoke last night ·wi,th so noble· a violence , 

that it was like the war in heaven, and I thought for 

a moment that the Thin~ had broken free. For wind never 

seems like empty air. Wind always sounds full and 

---o---1. Chesterton: Alarms. an~ Discursions; The Red Town. 
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and physical, like the big body of something: and I 

fancied that the Thing its elf was walking gigantic 

along the great roads between the forests of ·beech. 

-•••... _ Let me explain. The vitality a·na recurrent 

victory of Christendom has been due to the power of 

the Thing to break out from time to time from its 

enveloping words and symbols. 11 1 In the essay "The 

Man who thinks Backwards'' there is an example of 

both allegory and mysticism. The right way to reason 

about a poker is this, says Chesterton.· 'Man being 

naked he depends upon .others for clothing. At first 

his soul•i and body are cold, and he needs fire to 

warm his body and· fire as a symbol of God to warm his 

souL: Fire erubo dies all that is human in his hearths 

and all that is divine in the world. It is the ex-

pression of his ~ublime externalism. But to touch 

it is death, so it is necessary to have an intermedi-

ary be tween ourselves and this· dreadful deity. This 

is the poker. It is bent in this heroic service, but 

it is all the. more honorable for it.'· '~he man who 

thin'ks backwards .is he who .writes the learned articles 

on eugenics and ·social revoltition, prison reform ·ana 

higher criticism, and books about ~emale emancipation 

---0---
1. Chesterton: A Miscellany of Men; The Thing. 
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and a reconsidering of marriage. The reasons about 

the poker, saying no thing about the nature of man or 

the mystery of fire, but seeing that the poker is 

crooked, he ·says let us abolish the fire and then we 

will have straight pokers. We remonstrate saying that 

man needs fire to warm himself. Ha answers that he 

doubts if such an animal as man is worth preserving. 

Men of this kind are half-baked utilitarians and ma-

terialists.' 

This passage not only illustrates the use 

of allegory and symbols but shows the writer' belief 

'in the 9hurch and his hatred of modern scientific move-

ments. The.poker is, of course, the ohuroh. Chester-

ton is attacking Shaw, Wells and 3llis, and it is they 

whom he calls men who think backward. 

For Chesterton, the scientists analyze and 

classify things until their real·es~ence and beauty 

and significance disappear. The glitter~is the gold, 

and analysis misses the main po"int. It is like try-

ing to demonstrate the appeal of a rose sent between 

lovers by a chemical equation. 

In the confused mixture of beliefs and dis-
I 

beliefs~ movements ·and counter movements, the essayist 

sees that man sorely needs a fixed point of departure, 

a foundition, an axiom taken for granted, on which all 
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being one, they could diverge from it if they found 

that r~ason bent them that way. Moral codes are nec-

essary to guide man out of chaos. Man's central sanc-
tities should be Christian and simple, "Do not be an 

opportunist, try to be theoretic at all the opportuni-
ties_: fate can be trusted to do all the opportunist 

pa,rt of it. Do not try to bend an.v mo re than the trees 

try to bend. Try to grow straight and life will bend 

you."l Chesterton delights in the sweep of furrows in 

a plowed field. Ha says concerning them "They sculp-

tured hill and dale with strong curves mer~ly because 
they did not mean to curve at all. nl Comparing Christ-

ianity with Con~uci_onism ha writes nwe are rieht be-

cause we are bound where men should be bound and free . 
where men should be free. We are right because we doubt 

and destroy laws and customs.n2 nr am as fickle as the 

tempest.because I believe."2 The ske~tic can sayr "damn 
it 0 ; but only the believer can say "damn it all." 

This idea. of a common starting point becomes 

a predetermined hyphthesis, a theory which resembles 

Plato;:'.;s theory of Reminiscence when Chesterton a11plies ';; 

---o----
1.' Chesterton: Alarms and Discursions; The Furrows. 

2. Chesterton: Man Alive. 
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it to objective things, to men and his environments. 
There is just one place for one man, says Chesterton, 
and when the man sees it he remembers it, though he 

has ~ever seen it before. "I think that God has given 
I 

us the love of special places, of a hearth and a native 
land, for a good reason ..•.• otherwise we might worship 
that (the abyss). 111 "I mean that God bade me love one 
spot and serve it, and do all things wild in praise of 
it, so that this one 'spot might be a witness against 
all the infirmities and the sophistries that Paradise 
is somewhere and not_ anywhere, is something and not 
anything."l Directly opposed to this is Wells' belief 

that men should not' be ab.chored to one place and that 
one environment tends to make one selfish, narrow and 
partial. He thinks that the human spirit aohi,eves best 

under the stimulation of variety and novelty. The cheap 
•. 

and swift locomotion is severing the ties whi~h bind us 
to p+aoe, and the tendency of all·modern populations is 
to become fluid. "We are off the ohain of locality for 
all and good. 112 

The upper classes are considered as a group 
corrupted by su.spioio us luxury and money and ill-got 

---o---
l. Chesterton: Manalive~ 

2. Wells: Social Foro~s in ~ngland and America. 
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power; and as such are mere unhealthy fungous growths 

on the soil of Great Britian .. Chesterton finds in the 

gardeners an<;l laborers the type which is native to and 

expr~ssive and characteristic of England. Witb this 

class he would found his democracy and peasant ownership. 

Democracy, he says, is the only reform movement which 

has not died by stiffening into routine, and instead of 

·becoming more pedanic in its. old age, bas become more 

bewfildered and has had its very freedom perverted into 

everything destructive to itself. Conv~ntion and tra-

di tion are necessary for human beings to . axis t. Con-

vention is very nearly the same wore as democracy. •rt 
is always full of accumulated and passionate experiences· 

of many generations asserting what they could not ex-

plain. To be on the sid a of convention is to· be sur-
/ rounded by something not dead and automatic, but taunt 

and tingling with vitality at a hundred points.' 

The common people must be considered as 

stupid, says Chesterton. 'They' coin clever phrases and 

name the flowers. The jingo who wants to admire him-

self is worse than the blackguard~ who wants to enjoy 

himself.'· Chesterton lauds the draymen, who sixty 

years ago threshed a Hungarian tyrant. 'It was one of 

the many good things which happen und_er an ho.riest 

· democratic impulse. The common people really enjoy 
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life d~.n:. the way it should be enjoyed. There is some-

thing strapge, weird and suspicious and exotic about 

luxury. The common people are na!va and wholesome. 

They talk knowingly of their impressions. A girl on 

seeing "Hamlet" said that it was a sad play, and she 

was right for so many of us.think of the problem that 

we forget that it is a tragedy. The intuitive common 

sense is surer than involv;ed reasoning and dry logic .. 

Chesterton would found a democratic ao~ern

ment of peasant ownership. Ra would restore the old 

drinking and singing next-to-the soil, sturdy life'of 

the medieval ages. He deplores the declirie of the old 

chorus singing at banquets, and the ceremonies of Yule, 

the Morris dancers and.all of that life. 'The chorus 

wa~ lika the old Greek Tragic chorus, it ·raooncJ.led 

men to the Gods. It connec'ted man with .the cosmos and 

the philosophy of common things. With the fall of 

these things money has come into too much prominence. 

In this state money is no more to· canker the whole of 

life. Life which cannot be rationalized and placed in an 

e7act category, paradoxial and intangible for science; 

is to be lived as an adventure. "Leave off btiying and 

selling and open your eyes and you will wake llP. in a new 

Jarusalem."l The shameful private drinking is to give 
---o---

1. Chesterton: Manalive. 
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way to the jolly, social cup. Men are to read less 

and think more. 

"Plain living and long drinking are no more, 

And pure religion reading household words 

And sturdy manhood, sitting still all day 

. Shrinks •••......••. n l 

The moderns, in a'frenzied pursuit of excite-. 

ment and amusement would be una.ble to· stand th is simple 

hum-drum peasant life. So much the better, says Ches-

terton, then we would have n6 more neurotic, unhealthy 

people. "Monotony has nothing to do with a place: mo-

notony either in its sensation or its infliction is 

simply the quality of persons. n 2 When we take every-

thing for granted, and all is assured, then life becomes 

monotonous. We love life only when we fear to lose it. 

Ches tartan's hero in his philosophical- novel n11ana.live" 

brandishes a pistol in the face of pessimists to make 

them appreciate the sweetness of life. This hero, In-

.nooent Smith, believes that the world is good, and that 

·1f we grow tired of it, it· is because we close our eyes 

to the joy of existence and the beauties. He fears that 

he is becoming tired of his wife and home, so ha ~oes 

---o--- ! 

1. Chesterton: A Miscel~any of Men; I Poet and the Cheese. 

Chestert9n: A Miscellany of Men; Roma.nee of Marshes .. 
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clear around the world to come back-to her again. "I 

have found out how to turn.a house into a doll's house~" 

he says, "Get a long way off it. 111 We never appreciate 

a thing until we miss it or are about to lose it. Inno-

cent Smith wooed his wife over and over again to con-

vince himself that she was something apart, something to 

to be won and not taken for grant ea .• 

Thus Chesterton pictures a possible reaction 

from .the dogmatism of a soientifi·o age, a ·state vyhioh 

appears naive, wholesome and attractive. Wagner in 

his "Simple Life 11 , Tols'toy in his daily practice and 

Belloc, all join with him in extolling the salutary 

value of nature and.life freed from all artificial 

and -unhealthy stimuli. 

. . 
So by examining the·· essays of Wells, Bello a 

Shaw, Chesterton and Ellis, we have touched, transitorily 

enough, most of the social and political thought of the 

day. It is very obvious that tha·se men stand. boldly 

contrasted to each other, each is determined to soive 

the probl~m in his own way; evidence of the individtial-

i ty and originality of British genius. They have chosen 

the essay as a ready and puissant tool, an Archimedes' 

---o---
1. Chesterton: Manaliva. 
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lever, with which to turn the topsy-turvy world into 

what they think should be a b~tter position. The world 

can .never follow the plans of all five of them:,· bnt it 

can take the best from each, and whether it adopts their 

politic~-or not, it must be inspired by the clear, sweet 

breath of optimism and faith in mankind which breathes 
I 

~from their essays. 

Finis. 

I 
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